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Dain P. Kaner Chair
G. Riki Hokama r Vice-Chair
Danny A. Mateo r Member
Michael J. Molinar Member
1:35 p.m.)
Charmaine Tavares r Member

Councilmember
(arr. at
Councilmember
(arr. at

Jo Anne Johnson r Non-member
1:38 p.m. and left at 4:08 p.m.)
Joseph Pontanilla r Non-member
1:45 p.m.)

3
4

5
6

7

8

STAFF:

Ken Fukuoka r Director
Shannon Alueta r Legislative Analyst
Pauline Martins r Committee Secretary

ADMIN. :

Brian Motor Corporation Counselr
Department of the Corporation Counsel
Roy Hiraga r County Clerk

PRESS:

None.

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel)

9

10
11

12
13
14

OkaYr

I'd like to call to order the

15

Council's Government Relations Committee.

16

record we have Members Hokama r Mateo r Tavares r Kane

17

present.

18

believe he's on his way as well.

For the

Excused from the meeting r Mr. Molina.

I

19

GR-1

PERFORMANCE MEASURES (C.C. No. 03-144)

20

CHAIR KANE:

Members r we have one item on this afternoon's

21

agenda r Performance Measures r under GR-l.

22

have with us this afternoon both the County Clerk r

23

Mr. Roy Hiraga, as well as our Office of Council

24

Services Director r Mr. Ken Fukuoka.

25

Members r we're going to open up with
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1

testimony, and we don't have anybody signed up, but

2

the Chair will leave it open.

3

just leave it open throughout the meeting until such

4

time, if there's a decision that needs to be

5

rendered, we'll close it up and then move forward

6

with that process.

7

Member Molina present this afternoon.

8

afternoon.

In this case we'll

For the record, we do have
Good

Okay, so all members are present.

9

We're

10

going to start off with the Clerk's Office, Members,

11

and I'd like to provide opportunity for the Clerk to

12

make some opening comments, and then the Chair will

13

open it up for the members.
Mr. Hiraga, good afternoon.

14
15

MR. HlRAGA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members.

On your

16

desk you should find the memo transmitting two

17

attachments.

18

Year '05 proposed budget as formatted by the

19

Administration.

20

copy of this is on the second page it lists down our

21

major departmental goals, and in my presentation I'd

22

like to just kind of cover those five major

23

departmental goals.

24

basically our version of the Fiscal Year '05 Budget

25

as submitted.

One is the proposed budget, Fiscal

And the reason we provided you a

On the secondhand out, that is

What this includes that the other
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1

doesn't is it includes some activities that we've

2

tried to track, because those are fairly easy to

3

measure and didn't take an exorbitant amount of time

4

to do so.

5

So anywaYt if you can kind of follow along on

6

the second page of that t the Admin's budget from the

7

departmental goals t the first one is to provide

8

information relating to County Council meetings and

9

legislative actions in an easily accessible manner

10

to the Council government agencies and the public.

11

CHAIR KANE:

Everybody there t Members?

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

13

CHAIR KANE:

On that -- I think it's page 6-2.

14

MR. HlRAGA:

That's correct.

Yeah.

And basically what I'd like

15

to do is real briefly show you our progress from

16

fiscal year to fiscal year

17

from previous fiscal years.

18

our goals was to improve the storage/filing system

19

to provide for more expeditious processing of

20

requests for information received from various

21

sources and commence preliminary research on an

22

electronic filing system.

23

t

and these are excerpts
This fiscal year one of

As some of you know, some of you came to

24

visit us as we were doing this file update.

25

basically reorganized our entire filing system to
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1

provide for the more orderly storage of documents

2

and to prepare for the electronic conversion of

3

those files.

4

one, the reorganization of those files has allowed

5

other members of our Staff to retrieve documents.

6

The way it was in the past we didn't have enough

7

filing -- we didn't have enough file drawers.

8

had things piled up to the ceiling, so the Fire

9

Department made us move some of them, but basically

Although the activity wasn't a simple

We

10

what we've done now is we've provided the office

11

with enough storage resources that now everything is

12

in chronological order.
In Fiscal Year '04 our -- one of our goals is

13
14

to continue work to implement electronic conversion

15

of documents, to develop an electronic storage

16

filing system that will optimize the retrieval and

17

distribution of materials on file by June 30th,

18

2005.

19

equipment necessary.

20

have to date converted all ordinances from 2002 and

21

2003, of course we had a lot of assistance from MIS

22

Administrator Martha Suzuki.

23

converted all resolutions for 2003.

24
25

In early Fiscal Year '04 we purchased
Staff received training and we

In addition, we

We'll also be working on a procedure whereby
we will upload documents that have been acted upon
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1

by the County Council.

2

three-week period, and that is to incorporate the

3

ten days that the Mayor has to sign the document

4

along with processing of necessary paperwork, but

5

we're hoping not too far from now that we'll be able

6

to provide I guess better information to a larger

7

group of people.
Then in '05 our current -- or our proposed

8
9

We're probably looking at a

goal would be to facilitate the conduct of Council

10

meetings, upload pertinent information onto the

11

County website.

12

placing more information initially on the Council's

13

LAN.

14

floor to access documents without coming to see us.

15

What that also does is it reduces the internal work

16

load which allows us to now service other agencies

17

or the public hopefully better.

18
19

CHAIR KANE:

Basically what we're doing is we're

That will allow the Staff on the 7th and 8th

Before you go any further, Mr. Hiraga.

Good

afternoon, Ms. Johnson.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR KANE:

Good afternoon.

We're on - -, there's three handouts, the cover

22

page and then two separate handouts.

23

we're working off of is the thicker one that's

The one that

24

MR. HIRAGA:

One has the flow chart on the front.

25

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah, 6-1.

We're on 6-2.

We're on
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Department goals t and then we're kind of working

2

around through that.

3

be the one that we're working off of right now.

4

Thank you.

5

MR. HlRAGA:

So that flow chart one would

Go ahead t Mr. Hiraga.

And then in our longer range plant we

6

eventuallYt with the concurrence of the Council t we

7

plan to make more information available on the

8

County's website.

9

agendas and -- and we're currently uploading

Currently we upload Council

10

Council-approved minutest which differs from the

11

draft minutes that are available for review by the

12

public within the 30-day legal deadline.

13

approved minutes are minutes that's actually placed

14

on the Council agenda and acted on by the Council.

15

Council

And anywaYt down the road we anticipate

16

placing -- again with the Council's support and

17

concurrence t we anticipate placing things such as

18

adopted resolutions t ordinances t and possibly even

19

adopted Committee reports.

20

proposed Committee reports are on the OCS web paget

21

but because these are amended from time to timet

22

there may be a need to -- or there may be a desire

23

by the public to see the final versions.

24

looking at the different documents to determine

25

which we should -- we should place a higher priority

We know that the
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1

on locating on the websites first.

2

does it for that first goal.

3

CHAIR KANE:

That kind of

Any questions r Members r on the first goal r

4

providing information relating to the meetings r

5

legislative actions.

6

ahead and proceed r and then again we can always come

7

back r yeah.

8
9

MR. HIRAGA:

OkaYr hearing none r we'll go

OkaYr Mr. Hiraga r go ahead.

That second goal is to provide timelYr

accurate r and courteous service to the Council
In Fiscal Year '03

10

government agencies and public.

11

one of -- or two of our goals were to provide

12

requested information to the public on the day of

13

the request 70 percent of the time and within three

14

working days 80 percent of the time.

15

clarification r State law provides us with a ten-day

16

window to process these requests.

17

r

And for

Our second goal was to complete draft minutes

18

within the 30-day legally established deadline 100

19

percent of the time by June 30th r 2004.

20

in -- as of 2001 we were not in compliance as it

21

relates to the completion of minutes within the

22

30-day legal deadline r and because of the current

23

work load r we anticipated -- and because we did

24

not -- we determined not -- or we decided not to

25

contract for those minutest we anticipated I guess
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1

an extended period to attain compliance.

However,

2

because of certain projects that we undertook and

3

basically it was the reorganization of the filing

4

system and coupled with overtime put in by the

5

Legislative Division Staff, we were able to achieve

6

compliance over a year sooner than we anticipated.

7

In Fiscal Year '04, those goals, 70 percent

8

of the time on the day of the request and 80 percent

9

of the time within three working days, we elevated

10

that to 80 percent of the time on the day of the

11

request and 90 percent of the time within three

12

working days.

13

Council's activities by meeting all legally

14

established deadlines by June 30th.

15

the progression, in '05 our goal now is to process

16

95 percent of requests received within one day and

17

100 percent of draft minutes will be available for

18

review within the 30-day legal deadline.

19

Second goal is to support the

And to show you

And basically, as I said, State law does

20

provide us with a ten-day window.

21

think we can improve our service is as I've

22

previously mentioned, once we were able to

23

disseminate information pertinent to the Council's

24

actions, activities, we're looking at first, as I

25

mentioned, placing documents on the Council's LAN.

And the reason we
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1

If that project -- pilot project works well, we're

2

hoping that we can either take a second step of

3

placing those same documents and making it available

4

to the Administration or possibly skipping that step

5

and going straight to the web -- the website.

6

If we can get our information on the website,

7

then basically it's -- it will be more of a

8

marketing thing, but more of an educational thing to

9

let people know how they can get this -- these

10

information.

11

reduce our current work load so we can concentrate

12

on other activities that will make things easier for

13

the public.

14

And we anticipate that that will

And also for our election division, we have

15

commenced work to microfilm existing

16

election-related records that have been sitting

17

since 1994.

18

microfilmed approximately 95,000 records.

19

this has freed up one of our smaller storage rooms,

20

and we think that if we didn't -- if we hadn't

21

undertaken this work, we probably would have needed

22

to contract with some outside private storage

23

facility and that would increase the amount of time

24

required to process -- that would have increased the

25

amount of time required to process any request,

In Fiscal Years '03 and '04 we
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1

because now we'd have to have -- we have to

2

incorporate time to get the documents either

3

delivered to us or to retrieve it, et cetera.

4

guess -- I guess the rest is pretty self

5

explanatory.

6

major goal.

7

CHAIR KANE:

And that pretty much covers my second

Members, any questions?

And for the record,

8

we do have, again, Member Johnson and Member

9

Pontanilla, not a member of the Committee, but

10

present this afternoon.

11

any questions for Mr. Hiraga on the second

12

Department goal?

13

Hearing none.

14

MR. HlRAGA:

I

Members of the Committee,

Any other individuals here?

Mr. Hiraga, let's go ahead.

Third goal is to maximize efficiency,

15

effectiveness, and value of a records management

16

system.

17

but in -- to give you, again, that progression,

18

Fiscal Year '03 our goal was to research and procure

19

a system that would allow us to convert hard copy

20

files into electronic files with a target date of

21

June 2004.

22

in place, although it's still in its infancy.

23

just started working with it.

24

time passes, but we have been able to convert quite

25

a few documents, as I mentioned, from 2000 and 2003.

Some of the points I've covered previously,

As I've noted, that system is basically
So we

We'll get better as
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1

In Fiscal Year '04 the goal was to continue

2

work to implement records management system, and I

3

guess I kind of covered that before.

4

'05, our proposed goal is to continue work on the

5

development of a laserfiche system to convert hard

6

copy documents into electronic records, and one of

7

the things besides making information more readily

8

available to users of the Internet and perhaps the

9

County's LAN and definitely the Council's LAN, we're

Fiscal Year

10

also considering location of a public -- a public

11

work station, similar to what the State library

12

system uses.

13

incorporate the ability to do word searches, we

14

think that a lot of people can help themselves by at

15

least narrowing the search for issues that they're

16

interested in following or in doing research on.

17

If we have -- the system can

So basically besides looking at locating

18

information, again, on possibly the Admin's LAN and

19

the County's website, we're looking into

20

incorporating other aspects, such as, you know,

21

making public work stations available probably in

22

our office at least.

23

things we're looking at to continue this

24

continue to optimize the use of this electronic

25

system.

But those are some of the
to

And that does it for the current goal.
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CHAIR KANE:

Members, questions for goal number 3,

2

efficiency, effectiveness, records management?

3

Hearing none.

4

MR. HIRAGA:

Proceed.

Fourth goal is to ensure readiness for an

5

election, meet all legal requirements, and conduct

6

Federal, State, and County elections with the

7

highest degree of integrity.

8

and on this goal we did receive some questions

9

about -- at that time.

In Fiscal Year '03

I think in hindsight now,

10

you know, I think what we did was good, but

11

basically it was to reduce the average amount of

12

time needed by voters to complete the voting process

13

by 20 percent or preserving the sanctity and

14

integrity of the election process.
The reason why this became one of our primary

15
16

goals on the election side, subsequent to the

17

conduct of the 2000 -- subsequent to the conduct of

18

the 2000 elections was that we received word from

19

our precinct chairs that there were certain areas

20

where voters took more than two hours to complete

21

the voting process.

22

conducive to getting people out to vote the next

23

time.

24

fact that 2001 was a reapportionment year, which for

25

those that don't know, the State once every ten

We felt that that was not

So what we did was we

t~ok

advantage of the
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years reviews all -- reviews population within the

2

State and the County, and they basically re-draw

3

boundaries to equalize the amount of voters in each

4

different district.
So to that end -- well, let me back up.

5

What

6

we did was we also looked at areas that had, in our

7

minds, too many voters assigned to specific

8

facilities.

9

you know, people wouldn't take longer than 15

And that's why we had facilities where,

10

minutes to vote, but we also had other extreme end

11

where they took over two hours to vote.

12

was we tried to equalize the number of voters

13

assigned to each precinct.

14

some complaints in the primary election, we did not

15

receive any for the general.

16

complaints we received in conjunction with the

17

primary election was basically due to the fact that

18

it was a building that they did not go to vote at

19

before.

20

What we did

And while we did receive

And we think the

And in any event, voters would have been

21

assigned -- there would have been a certain

22

percentage of voters that would have been assigned

23

to different precincts, even if we had not adjusted

24

our precinct boundaries, because of the

25

reapportionment process.

You know, as an example,
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1

as you know, one section of Kihei now is considered

2

part of the West Maui District, but anyway, that

3

just gives you an idea of what -- what happens in a

4

reapportionment year.

5

In '04, our goal was to continue review of

6

the voter registration rolls -- wait, oh, sorry.

I

7

would like to back up just a little bit.

8

to note that because of the $10,000 that the Council

9

gave us in Fiscal Year '03, we conducted four

We wanted

10

different programs on Akaku, which resulted in 95

11

broadcasts at a total of $4,000.

12

30-second ads for airing on Pacific

13

Pacific Radio Group.

14

aired for $2,000, as well as two ads in The Maui

15

News that covered a variety of topics, for a total

16

of $2,400.

17

Group did contribute a lot on their own as a public

18

service kind of activity.

19

of those 2,784 broadcasts were donated, were donated

20

by Pacific Radio Group.

21

tha t because ...

22

We developed 25,
by the

That resulted in 2,784 ads

I would note that the Pacific Radio

So I believe almost half

I wanted to make mention of

As you'll see in the second budget, the one

23

without the flow chart on the front, we have

24

provided you with some numbers that were sort of

25

available without a lot of research, and in there
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you'll note that we -- anyway, we registered almost

2

7,000 new voters, 6,986, versus previous years, you

3

know, where they were like 2,500, 3,100.

4

it -- we don't think it's completely due to this ad

5

campaign, because there was the Governor's race and

6

the close, tight Mayor's race, but we think these

7

ads did add to that a little.

8

that donation or that appropriation, I should say.
Okay.

9

And while

So we thank you for

So in Fiscal Year '04 we continued our

10

review of the voter registration roles to accurately

11

reflect the number of active registered voters in

12

the County, review current precinct boundaries to

13

consider implementing minor boundary changes to

14

provide for the convenience of our registered

15

voters.

16

specifically March, we purged -- or deleted 11,595

17

records from the voter registration list, but at the

18

same time, as I just mentioned, we added 6,986 new

19

voters.

20

favorably to the 3,100 -- 3,101 added in Fiscal Year

21

2001 and the 2,510 realized in 2002.

22

At the end of Fiscal Year '03, this was

And this is -- this is where it compares

Also, we conducted site inspections of eleven

23

facilities to replace the current MEO -- MEO

24

conference room that we use as a polling place.

25

Unfortunately, nobody wanted to allow us use of
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their facility, so luckily Gladys Baisa agreed to

2

let us use that facility one more time.

3

we can find a facility to replace that one, we are

4

going to have to move those voters out to a

5

different facility in 2006, just to give you a heads

6

up.

7

But unless

We also inspected 13 different facilities in

8

an attempt to replace the Kahului Union Church's

9

social hall.

We inspected 14 other sites in the

10

South Maui and Kapalua area to determine whether any

11

would be available for use in conjunction with this

12

upcoming election.

13

caution, you know that the South Maui's the biggest

14

growing area of the County, Kapalua is not too far

15

behind, but the developments in those areas don't

16

seem to incorporate community type of facilities.

17

So we are going to be facing a tough battle trying

18

to designate facilities in those areas.

19

gone Maui Land & Pine to see if they could assist us

20

in locating a facility, but so far no luck.

21

None were.

And again, as a

We've even

And with regard to the boundaries we used in

22

the 2002 elections, we feel that the current

23

distribution and assignment of voters to the various

24

precincts are worthy of retention.

25

in the general and in the two specials that

As I mentioned,
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1

followed, we didn't have any complaints as far as it

2

related to assignments of polling places.

3

In '05 our proposed goal would be just to

4

conduct Federal, State, and County elections.

5

you can see from the handout, we're planning to

6

track a multitude of activities that should provide

7

a reader with a fairly comprehensive picture of how

8

their funds are expended.

9

As

And if you don't mind, I'd like to kind of

10

get on the soapbox for a little while, but, you

11

know, this is

I'd like to take this opportunity

12

to inform you

and primarily my opinion -- that

13

the one component of the election that significantly

14

affects the operational efficiency of the activity

15

is our election day volunteers.

16

are required to work a minimum of 12 hours minimum

17

on election day, in addition to attending a two hour

18

training session.

19

receive a stipend of $75 per election, which if

20

calculated into a per hour wage I believe would be

21

below the minimum legal wage.

22

These individuals

The majority of these volunteers

But these are the individuals that we depend

23

on to pull off a successful election, and

24

unfortunately -- and I guess people don't have the

25

sense of civic duty that they once had, because our
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rolls currently include over 70,000 registered --

2

active registered voters and we can't even attract 1

3

percent of those voters to participate with us.

4

I guess if you know of any groups or if you know of

5

any civic-minded people that possibly are not aware

6

that they can come and help us on election day, you

7

know, I'd like you to

8

word.

p~ease

So

help us spread the

We are planning to do some ads again if we

9

10

need to.

As you know in I believe it was 2002, Oahu

11

was having such a problem that they ended up asking

12

the National Guard to help.

13

this is not a problem only in Hawaii.

14

I believe it's Orange County they have -- they have

15

an election coming up in about a month.

16

still 1,300 volunteers short of staffing their

17

facilities, and the registrar up there is planning

18

to hire an ad -- a professional ad company to try

19

and, you know, obtain the necessary number of

20

workers they need.

21

the fourth goal.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Members?

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Currently in

and

Currently in

They're

In any event, that does it for

Mr. Molina.
Thank you, Chairman.

Thank you,

24

Mr. Hiraga, for highlighting that volunteer program.

25

I had a couple of questions related to that and you
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1

answered most of it.

2

the event you do have a shortage of volunteers to

3

man these polling sites, and qualified volunteers I

4

might add?

5

did, asked the National Guard, or have you

6

considered maybe asking some service organizations,

7

such as a Lions Club or Kiwanis Club, something to

8

that effect?

9

MR. HIRAGA:

What -- what is your plan B in

Is it something similar to what Oahu

We -- in our normal procedures we try to make

10

contact with all the non-profit groups that we know

11

of, because we do have a program where a non-profit

12

group can earn the stipend as opposed to it going to

13

each individual worker.

14

like Baldwin High School.

15

groups that have worked with us before, the Boy

16

Scouts, for different types of activities, but in

17

our plans, before we get to the stage that Oahu did,

18

is we would advertise -- we would ask The Maui

19

News -- and they've been very gracious.

20

has printed at least two -- and I don't know whether

21

I should call them articles, but he's printed two I

22

guess articles, for lack of a better description, in

23

The Maui News, and we did receive some

24

receive some -- we did -- we were able to recruit

25

some individuals through that process.

So we have had civic groups
We've had different
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But r yeahr we -- we plan to ask the State to

1

2

conduct an add campaign r because we know that on

3

Oahu that is really one aspect that they are not

4

able to satisfy very wellr and I think it will be

5

beneficial to all the other counties r because

6

every -- like I said r every county has the same

7

problem.

8

ask for the assistance of The Maui News and other

9

papers r if they're willing to do -- Pacific Radio

And if that doesn't work r we would r againr

10

GrouPr if they're willing to do public service

11

announcements for us.

12

end I guess that would be one of our options r to ask

13

somebody like the National Guard for hip.

14
15
16
17

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Short of that r at the tail

OkaYr thank you Mr. Hiraga.

Thank

your Chair.
CHAIR KANE:
one?

Thank you.

Any further questions for this

Member Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

What are you doing as far

19

as encouraging people to vote absentee?

20

seem like if we're running out of volunteers r it's

21

harder and harder r we're getting more and more

22

voters r the lines are longer r that if we did a

23

campaign to get people to vote absentee r that would

24

solve some of our problems and we wouldn't need so

25

many polling places.

It would

And there is no excuse now for
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1

not voting absentee.

2

or be out of State or whatever.

3

of people still don't realize that anybody can vote

4

absentee.

5

MR. HlRAGA:

You don't need a doctor's note
And I think a lot

And that's been true since 1994

t

and what

6

we've done is we have had -- we have developed t as I

7

mentioned before t spots on Akaku.

8

Pacific Radio Groupt and we've done blurbs for The

9

Maui News basically

We've done ads on

basically stating the same

10

things that you've just mentioned t that, you know t

11

as of 1994 you don't need a reason.

12

tried to promote our early voting in the building

13

and on Molokai.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And we even

I know one of the things that

15

that I was trying to help out somebodYt that

16

actually ended up back firing for me.

17

help out was a police officer who wasn't going to be

18

able - - or didn't vote in the primary because they

19

got a call back.

20

had gone to the police station and asked them if I

21

can just leave some absentee ballot applications

22

there for them.

23

thing about t wellt you're running for office t this

24

and that and the other thing t which t you know t

25

cannot do.

I tried to

They had to go back to work.

So I

And then they got into this whole
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1

But if the election office would target some

2

of these places where there are 24/7 operations and

3

set up a display/ you know/ like similar to what you

4

have on your counter for the Police Department/ the

5

Fire Stations/ perhaps the hotels/ if you can work

6

with the HR people in each of those -- in the hotels

7

or through the Hotel Association even so that you

8

can target some of these folks -- tour drivers is

9

another one/ but where we have people that are

10

working 24/7 and sometimes they don't know their

11

schedule/ or like in that guy's case he got called

12

back.

13

got called back because they were short handed or

14

something, that give those folks at least the

15

option.

16

up at the work/ the application/ you know/ and even

17

drop it in a box there that/ you know/ the

18

Department can send over or something to help people

19

get to vote.

20

He had every intention of voting/ but he had

And if it's convenient for them to pick it

I mean, I don't care who they vote for.
And

I

21

just want them to vote.

22

candidate, it was not proper for me to be taking

23

these ballot applications or absentee ballot

24

applications around.

25

the Clerk's Office, perhaps that's one area that you

but because I was a

So I thought as a function of
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1

could specifically target those 24/7 kinds of

2

operations, and perhaps -- I can't see anybody

3

objecting to having the applications available for

4

the employees.

5

want somebody there promoting it, but just to have

6

it available, their employees can pick it up when

7

they're at work, take it home, fill it out, mail it

8

in, or however they want to work on it, but that

9

might help to increase the voter participation

10
11

You know, not -- maybe they don't

without impacting the polls themselves.
MR. HIRAGA:

To that end, the -- the Help America Vote Act

12

required all State agencies that deal with the

13

public to make available voter registration and

14

absentee forms.

15

with the County Administration and we've distributed

16

these same forms to 29 of the County's agencies and

17

departments.

18

What we've done is we've worked

In addition to that, we -- as some of you

19

know, the parties have really placed an emphasis on

20

absentee voting, and the parties have even mailed

21

absentee applications to voters.

22

the lack of the forms are the problem.

23

look at our matrix, you know, the number of absentee

24

mail applications we received in Fiscal Year '03 was

25

13,945, which that number is increasing quite a bit

So we don't think
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1

with each fiscal year.

2

projection for the upcoming election is now 17,000

3

absentee mail applications that we anticipate

4

receiving.

5

And that's why our

And I guess one of the -- at some point t

if

6

the number of absentee voters increases

7

significantly,

8

necessary adjustments to our resources at

9

office/ because basically the load shifts from the

th~n

what we'd have to do is make
in our

10

precincts to our Staff.

11

problem, I guess, or that situation is that even if

12

we anticipate absentee -- the number of voters

13

voting by absentee mail increasing/ we still have to

14

be ready to service -- and we normally try to make

15

projections on the turnout that we anticipate at any

16

of our precincts/ but as you know/ you know/ we've

17

had people that had to vote and

18

before they finally got the process right.

19

And the other part of that

re~vote

ten times

So what I want to try to say is we cannot

20

limit the number of volunteers we station, nor the

21

number of blank ballots that are available to let's

22

say 50 percent turnout/ because if we get a number

23

of people that continually spoil their ballots

24

mean we could have a 40 percent turnout at a

25

specific precinct and if we -- and if we had that
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1

precinct supplied to accommodate 50 percent turnout,

2

it's very possible that a 40 percent turnout can use

3

up all of the supplies that they have there.

4

basically we project somewhere close to 70 percent,

5

and that's basically because we don't think we

6

should ever run out of ballots if a voter shows up.

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Ms. Tavares.

MR. HlRAGA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

To County agencies.
County agencies.

So the Police

Department should have had absentee ballots.

13

MR. HlRAGA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. HlRAGA:

16

You just said you distribute to

State, County agencies?

10

12

So

I believe so.

I believe so.

Okay.

I think we have them at almost every single

County department, if I'm not mistaken.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR KANE:

And we will follow up with that.

19

MR. HlRAGA:

And we have them in the libraries tOOl by the

20
21

Okay.

way.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And when it's appropriate, could

22

the Clerk give us an update on where the State is

23

with elections as far as with computer voting or

24

touch screen voting or any of those other processes

25

besides the ballot system we have?

Might not be
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1

2

appropriate right now, but -CHAIR KANE:

Yeah, we'll have a letter generated from

3

Staff and we'll send it over to the Clerk and then

4

have him respond.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR KANE:

Maybe during budget.

Thank you.

And then he can respond during

7

budget when we go over our budget.

8

questions?

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Any other

Yes, Ms. Johnson.
Roy, when the people who are

10

volunteering -- let's say you're advertising or

11

whatever for volunteers, do you generally list what,

12

you know, let's say the stipend is and

13

you -- how do you advertise?

14

volunteers and --

15
16

17

MR. HlRAGA:

or do

You just ask for

I believe we include the stipend amount, that

average stipend amount.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Do you also provide any

18

refreshments, meals, anything like that, or

19

transportation reimbursement?

20

MR. HlRAGA:

Nothing?

Not -- we provide refreshment and meals to

21

the volunteers in the building but not to those at

22

the precincts.

23

sure if I got the dates correct, but about six,

24

eight years ago the legislature made it illegal for

25

candidates to donate, I guess, food and

In addition, about -- and I'm not
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1

refreshments.

2

officials used to receive nourishment.

3

of that r now we advise them that r you know, they

4

need to bring their own lunch and drinks with them.

5

And prior to that that's how precinct

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But because

And the only reason I'm curious

6

about that is so many times people r you know r oh r

7

well r you know r it's really nice they provide you

8

I know sometimes different places will give like

9

Subway sandwiches or now that we've got Krispy

10

Kremer you know r I meanr that could be a big draw.

11

So the kinds of things not from candidates r but

12

let's say a business, for example r wanted to improve

13

either

14

reward the precinct officials by keeping some kind

15

of food or beverages r if Coffee Company wanted to

16

donate something.

17

whether it was voter turnout or just to

To mer I think it's just one more little

18

thing that it's maybe not a lotr but it might be one

19

additional way that if you have the capability or if

20

it were to be made known that the donations were

21

welcomed by Krispy Kreme or by Starbucks or whoever

22

it iS r you know r any company in the community that

23

wanted to donate.

24

particularly certain places like if Upcountry

25

Komoda's Bakery was delivering cream puffs or

I know for some people -- like
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1

something.
I'm trying to find a way that even though it

2
3

seems like you could not -- you don't want to have

4

an inducement or something, and I just feel like

5

people like those little things.

6

seniors, they love the fact that the other day we

7

had a little meeting and somebody -- I guess one of

8

the speakers brought something, you know, and it

9

happened to be donuts and there was nice coffee

10
11

I know our

provided, and they were very happy with that.
MR. HIRAGA:

I'll be glad to look into that.

My initial

12

reaction I guess is that we normally try to steer

13

clear of those kinds of activities for fear of the

14

perception that we're affiliating ourselves with one

15

or more entities that might be sympathetic to

16

specific parties or candidates.

17

don't establish alliances,

18

exception of community groups like League of Women

19

Voters or Rotarians, and it's mostly to distribute

20

information and to respond to questions that they

21

may have, but I'll go check into that with the State

22

Election Office and maybe they can check with their

23

assigned Attorney General to see if --

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So we normally

I guess, per se with the

Anything· - - oh, go ahead.
I was just thinking that that
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1

might be some way that if you were able to check and

2

if there's any way that if one of these other

3

organizations like Rotary or Soroptomists or, you

4

know t whoever it waSt a service organization t Boys &

5

Girls Club or Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, if they were

6

able to go out and just t you know t maybe provide

7

some little thing without having it being tied to

8

anything t just because they want to kokua the people

9

that are volunteering.

10

I know we do it for lots of

other things, so it's just a thought.

11

MR. HIRAGA:

I'll go check on that.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Is there an age limitt minimum

age limit for volunteers?

17

MR. HIRAGA:

It's 16.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16.

Thanks.

OkaYt anything further?

Mr. Hokama.

Let me kind of think of my question.

21

Didn't we have a problem last election regarding age

22

and registered voter as a volunteer?

Wasn't that

23

brought up to your office about age?

Either the

24

age --

25

MR. HIRAGA:

I don't believe so.

We -- it's 16 --
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1
2
3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But you could be a registered voter

l

but be underage to vote.
MR. HlRAGA:

You could be a registered voter

no, no,

4

you could -- you could be less than 18 to register

5

to vote, but you couldn't vote until -- your

6

birthday had to be

7

birthday had to be on or before election day to vote

8

in that election, but you can register from age 16.

9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I'm not -- I think your

So you could be a registered

10

voter but you couldn't be able to vote till you meet

11

the age minimum requirement.

12

MR. HlRAGA:

That's correct.

That's correct.

And that's

13

why we have service groups from some of the high

14

schools that do volunteer to help out in the

15

precincts.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But you don't have to be a registered

17

voter to volunteer, right?

18

that minimum age?

19

a registered voter too?

20

people say I don't want to register to vote because

21

I don't want to do jury duty or whatever, you know,

22

uncivic excuse they give.

23

MR. HlRAGA:

You just have to make

Or does the volunteer need to be
Because you know how some

I'm really sorry, but I should know the

24

answer to this question, but I believe they need to

25

be a registered voter to volunteer.
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1

CHAIR KANE:

We'll look into that.

2

MR. HIRAGA:

I'll get the answer to that.

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, the reason I ask that, Chairman!

4

is that maybe we need to expand the pool also.

You

5

know, we've limited'ourselves.

6

they need to meet an age requirement, they need to

7

be a registered voter, so already we know there are

8

adults that choose not to be a registered voter, so

9

you've lopped off part of the pool of available

10

volunteers, and I'm wondering how to assist the

11'

Clerk.

If we didn't, one,

My other question would be stipends, are they

12
13

set by State statute, the amount, and to make any

14

changes we'd have to ask the legislature to address

15

and say from 75 to $100.

16

MR. HIRAGA:

No, I believe that's done administratively

17

through the State Office of Elections, and it's

18

based on the amount of funding that they're given by

19

the legislature.

20

of Maui, which is third -- which is the third

21

largest, or the second smallest in the State, we

22

have -- we need about 600 volunteers to fully staff

23

our precincts and our County and control center.

24
25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And just as an example, the County

Okay.

Kalalau County comes under your

administrative responsibility?
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1

MR. HlRAGA:

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

That's correct, by State law.
Okay.

Mr. Moto, would it be -- what's

the right word?

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Inappropriate.

That's a good word.

You read my mind,

6

I tell you.

7

inappropriate for us to put some kind of language

8

somewhere that if you receive County funds and we

9

need your facility, you must make your facility

10

Thought tracks close by.

Would it be

available to the County for public purposes?

11

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman --

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean, I'm just wondering.

I mean,

13

you're taking the people's money and then you don't

14

want to let the people use the facility.

15

MR. MOTO:

Well, in general, without addressing any

16

particular grants, because grants can cover many

17

different situations with many different types of

18

grantees, but in general I would say that since

19

grant -- since grant agreements are contracts that

20

are drafted largely by us, the County, and -- at

21

least grants that we give out to others, it's really

22

up to the County to determine what terms and

23

conditions it wants to set.

24
25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, I'm just tying to see if we can

help Mr. Hiraga because of his need for facilities.
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1

One would of course prove there's a public purpose

2

involved, which would be the right to vote, exercise

3

the right to vote.

4

in return should the County need it to conduct a

5

public purpose, that a facility with proper

6

notification

7

of entry documentation, liability insurance

8

coverages, whatever it be, we can assist the Clerk

9

in at least getting satisfactory facilities to

10
11

l

Second, accept public money so

enough lead time we do whatever right

conduct an efficient election.
MR. MOTO:

Sure t Mr. Chairman t those things can be

12

considered.

13

kinds of arrangements -- and I'm anticipating the

14

kind of reaction or position that grantees might

15

take is that where the nature of the grant was such

16

that it helped to support some facility, for

17

example t that they have t then there would be kind of

18

a rational connection between the grant given and

19

the condition that we're imposing.

20

grant we're giving has absolutely nothing to do with

21

a facility, the grantee is likely to say, wellt this

22

is not a reasonable condition.

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

One comment I would have is that those

However, if the

No, that's understood t Mr. Moto.

And

24

so let me bring it back to the agenda, Mr. Chairman,

25

that maybe the Clerk in the future would look at, as
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1

performance measures, list the number of facilities

2

required, and then the part of the measurement will

3

be the number of facilities actually --

4

CHAIR KANE:

Secured.

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

secured for the purpose.

And, you

6

know, the Clerk can explain the variance for

7

whatever reasons and then ask us to respond

8

accordingly.

9

the number of volunteers recruited, you know, we

And again, just to assist the Clerk,

10

show 550, projection is 600, so I'm assuming 600 is

11

the magic number of what you need to conduct the

12

election.

13
14
15

MR. HIRAGA:

Yeah, that would allow us to be fully staffed

at all our various precincts and counting center.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

What I would also ask under

16

this area of the goal, Mr. Clerk, is you shared with

17

us the

18

public service announcements, and then you show us

19

a -- the new registered voters and then after you

20

subtract your purged list your net gains.

21

numbers then what you would say reach the mark of

22

your office's goals and measurement expectations?

23

Because I don't know what to compare this 6,000 plus

24

to, whether it's more than doubled your anticipated

25

voters that you've reached and secured for

the ads developed, aired.

You mentioned
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1

registration, are they only 50 percent of what you

2

had hoped to get?

3

And so I just ask you -- you know, you might want to

4

look at how you've listed all your measurements so

5

that it kind of ties together and we can say, wow,

6

the Clerk did a fabulous job.

7

improvement over the last year by the measurements

8

that's been reported.

9

MR. HIRAGA:

I'm trying to tie it together.

There's 100 percent

And for -- in responding, one of our goals

10

was to increase the voter registration rolls by 5

11

percent

12

achieve that goal, but in hindsight, as I stated

13

previously, Fiscal Year 2001 new registered voters

14

totaled 3,101.

15

2,510.

16

the -- the better number of the previous two fiscal

17

years, but, again, it's not necessarily due to

18

anything that we did.

19

the $10,000, which we think increased the numbers

20

somewhat, but also

21

than the office's or the Staff, but my opinion is

22

that the races in any given election year has a lot

23

to do with increased registration, turnout.

24
25

I

and it coincidently happens that we did

In Fiscal Year '02, that total was

So we have basically more than doubled

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We -- you guys did give us

and this is my opinion more

Well, we know you have the historic

patterns, yeah, presidential elections, Governor's
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1

races, obviously people have so much more media

2

attention that people get excited and want to

3

participate.

4

again, you said the last two elections you showed

5

increases, but I would hope one of the measurements

6

would be considered such as County of Maui, 75

7

percent of registered voters voted.

8

the right measurement, but I would say if we feel

9

we're not -- I would say -- well, I'm not happy that

But I'm trying to tie it in -- and

That may not be

10

we get less than 50 percent people turning out to

11

vote, and at one time in history you guys can show

12

us, verify, that Hawaii has always taken pride in

13

having very good voter turnout by percentages.

14

you look at the '70s what not, it waSt what t upper

15

70 percent of voters, 60, 70 percent turnout.

16

says something.

17

50, obviously we need to do something.

18

that be not one of -- maybe a more appropriate

19

measurement for Elections Division, how to bring

20

back within Maui County a percentage turnout that

21

is -- that would be the goal of your office?

22

MR. HIRAGA:

If

That

When we go to 50 percent, less than
And so would

One of the goals in the Election Division

23

would always be to increase the turnout of our

24

voters.

25

cover in more detail with you guys if you wanted to,

However -- and this is something I can
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1

but, you know, there are records going back to I

2

think about 1959

3

basically this reduction in the turnout is a

4

systematic problem.

5

experienced across the nation.

6

the -- the matrix, which has on one side the years

7

on the other side the states/ and it shows the

8

turnout of each State in each election year/ with

9

the exception of -- and this

t

and this is a nationwide, but

It's a problem that's
If you look at
t

I'm kind of doing

10

this on memory and sometimes my memory doesn't serve

11

me all that well/ but I kind of recall that there

12

was a five-year period -- and I think it was some

13

place in the '60s/ where if you started from the

14

'50s, you know/ in the '50s there were turnout

15

figures like 83 percent.

16

really high.

17

started going downward except for that brief period

18

in the '60s where about a five-/ six-year period the

19

trend -- the direction reversed itself and started

20

to go up/ but since then I believe every state in

21

the nation has experienced a downward trend in the

22

turnout figures.

23

going to give up and

24
25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean/ the turnout was

Since the '50s/ the trend was down --

Of course that doesn't mean we're

And again/ yeah

t

that can be skewed,

because we know/ and you've already shown us as
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1

factJ the amount of voters you had to purge from the

2

list, okay.

3

your percentage on turnout will always be skewed to

4

a lower number than actual turnout.

5

MR. HlRAGA:

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because if you're not purging timelYJ

That's correct.
Okay.

And so maybe another

7

performance measure would be within X amount of

8

time, three months or whatever is something

9

appropriate for your office, that your division

10

would try to make 100 percent completion of purging

11

requirements, okay.

12

because then when you tie it back to your equipment

13

operational request to us in budget, we can saYJ

14

okay, we understand what the Clerk is doing, because

15

it ties in to this.

16

purge people.

17

had an aunty that died in '46 and up to

18

1980-something I saw her name on the list, and my

19

auntywas there for· 40 years.

20

wasn't purged, okay, but that's skewed -- obviously

21

it skewed it, right?

22

MR. HlRAGA:

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I'm trying to help you

J

Okay, to get numbers we need to

Because I can tell you for a fact I

So obviously her name

Right.
And so I think those kind of things

24

can help bring focus, maintain -- I should say

25

maintain focus in your division and -- and help
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1

maybe the direction of areas that you might want to

2

consider as part of your measurements to me that

3

makes sense, and you can then relate it to your

4

financial request during budget.

5

Chairman.

Thank you,

6

CHAIR KANE:

Any further questions?

7

MR. HlRAGA:

And if I could just speak to that real

8

briefly.

That's correct, we believe if we had

9

purged our list earlier, the turnout for Maui County

10

would have been over 50 percent

11

National Voter Registration Act that was passed in

12

1993 by Congress, it requires -- what is required is

13

that a voter misses two complete election cycles,

14

which means a primary, general and a primary,

15

general again before we can actually take that

16

person off the list.

17

there were states that did purge their lists

18

after

19

Hawaii I guess chose to take a more conservative

20

route, and so the purge that we did in 2003 was the

21

first purge ever done in the State of Hawaii since

22

the passage of that National Voter Registration Act.

23

I

but because of the

States were -- or states

after the '96 election.

The State of

So basically what I'm trying to say is that

24

we anticipate purging the list in January after the

25

elections are concluded.

We did it in March this
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past year because of the two specials that we had to

2

hold

3

the death list t we also contracted with -- I'm not

4

sure who the specific entity waSt but we contracted

5

with the private entity to basically update all of

6

our death list names.

7

process of reviewing some 4 OOO plus name throughout

8

the State to determine whether these people are --

9

to confirm that these people are actually deceased

10

t

before we actually take them off the list.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

CHAIR KANE:

14

So we are currently in the
t

11

13

and on that issue relating to

and we also

Thank you.

Any further questions?

OkaYt hearing none.

Our final goal/ number 5.
MR. HIRAGA:

Our final goal is really brief.

Basically

15

it's just the administrative portion of our office's

16

operation t and it basically states ensure compliance

17

with applicable laws and policies and conduct

18

continuous review of office operations to improve

19

efficiency.

20

continue our practice of scheduling monthly division

21

meetings t meetings also scheduled on an as-needed

22

basis in addition to the monthly meetings scheduled.

23

As an example/ there are periods during the election

24

year where we conduct weekly meetings.

25

year we're proposing to send appropriate staff to

Very brieflYt we're proposing to
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1

supervisory training sessions and other

2

self-improvement sessions as deemed appropriate.

3

And that basically concludes my presentation.

4
5

6

CHAIR KANE:

Any questions for the Clerk on this section?

Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Hiraga, I

7

guess the bottom line would be at this particular

8

point how many -- how many Staff is in your

9

Department?

10

MR. HIRAGA:

Two In the Election Division, one of whom is

11

brand new.

As a matter of fact, she takes her Civil

12

Service test today.

13

to the expansion position you provided us in the

14

last budget, on the legislative side.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

MR. HIRAGA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And we have three now, thanks

So five?

That's correct.
Five.

And in taking a look at all

18

the Department's goals, with the five Staff, that --

19

that is enough people to help you meet all of your

20

goals so that your performance measures can in fact

21

be met?

22

point -- you know, I'm really -- I'm really excited

23

to see the progression of the Department in meeting

24

the technologies of today, especially in archiving a

25

lot of the files that are old and, you know, your

Because apparently at this particular
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quest for being available on the website, providing

2

all these information t even looking at possibility

3

of a public work station.

4

real progressive t but do you have the manpower to

5

actually do it?

6

performance measures t it will be kind of difficult

7

to succeed in them.

8
9

MR. HIRAGA:

Okay.

I meant it just seems

Because if you don'tt a lot of your

For clarification t let address the

election side first.

For the election side t I think

10

most of you know that we pick up temporary election

11

clerks.

12

employment term of one year.

13

the more routine kind of processing work that we

14

need to do.

15

certain extent it depends on the reduction of our

16

current work load.

17

information electronicallYt we're anticipating that t

18

you know t we're going to have less requests from the

19

Council Staff.

20

make these things available to the Administration t

21

to their LAN t if we go that route t we anticipate a

22

lot of -- a similar reduction in the number of

23

requests we receive from the administrative side of

24

the government.

25

point where we start making these things available

Basically they aren't supposed to exceed an
So they help us with

On the legislative side a lot

to a

Because of this distribution of

Once we decided whether or not to

And when we finally get to the
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1

on the website and tell people about it, we

2

anticipate a certain reduction in the -- in the

3

number of requests received from the public also.
So if our projections are somewhat accurate,

4

5

then, yeah, I think we will be able to achieve our

6

objectives with the Staff we have.

7

making information electronically available to a

8

wider number of users or people, if that doesn't

9

if that doesn't reduce the number of requests we

If -- if by

10

receive, then we will have to come back and discuss

11

that situation with you guys at that time.

12

are anticipating -- you know, to a large extent we

13

know that we have to inform the users about the

14

information that's out there, similar to election

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18
19

But we

Thank you.

Thank you for the questions.

Mr. Pontanilla.

Roy, can you explain number of

hours required to track performance measures, 100?
MR. HIRAGA:

Yeah! that was -- that was -- I decided to

20

incorporate that activity into the matrix because

21

it's -- it's an activity that will involve enough of

22

our resources to the point where we think it should

23

be tracked.

24

that activity, that's 100 man hours that we could

25

devote to some other project or activity.

In other words! if we didn't have to do
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1

was only -- if it only involved 20 hours, maybe we

2

wouldn't even have acknowledged that activity, but

3

because we now have an idea, because of the numbers

4

that we've provided to you through the second

5

quarter, we have a better idea of what it will take

6

to track activities.

7

And as an example, you know, meeting the 95

8

percent threshold for completing requests we receive

9

on the same day, we are going to have to develop

10

some kind of a tracking system that doesn't

11

involve -- that doesn't only rely on people's memory

12

at the end of the month that says, you know, well, I

13

think I helped about, you know, 350 people.

14

basically, I mean, if we have to account for every

15

request that we receive, yeah, that's going to

16

ultimately and comprehensively it's going to involve

17

enough resources that we think it's worthy of

18

tracking.

19

almost like a home budget.

20

resources that you have to work with and the other

21

hand is the expenses or the activities that we'll

22

conduct, those are the expenditures, and basically

23

we have to sort of match.

24
25

So

Because basically what you see there is

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

On one hand you see the

Yeah, when I saw this, yeah,

you know, in my mind was like, okay, Roy needs 100
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1

hours to make sure that the performance measures for

2

the Department is met.

3

MR. HIRAGA:

That's not necessarily me personally.

4

It's -- it's every Staff member's portion combined.

5

So I guess just to give you an idea, let's say --

6

let's say one of our Staff received 20 requests

7

today, which I guess is possible, depending on how

8

we plan to -- how and what we plan to track

9

it's like, okay, number of

so

number of requests,

10

20.

11

made by, whether it was Council Services or Admin or

12

public, what kind of documents did they request,

13

stuff like that basically.

14

these 20 requests, it's going to involve a Staff

15

member taking, I don't know, ten minutes or 15

16

minutes.

17

Maybe we'll want to know who the request was

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So you can see just for

I was looking more like if you

18

had the 20 requests that comes in from wherever,

19

that the 20 requests would be completed X amount of

20

hours or responded to X amount of days, then you

21

know the efficiency of the Department.

22

set a target of maybe 90 percent of the time you're

23

going to be meeting, and so happen at the end of

24

Fiscal Year '05 that only 80 percent that -- of the

25

90 percent goal that you've met, then something
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1

needs to be corrected, you know, more resources,

2

more efficiencies, efficient in the processing of

3

things, rather than 100 hours.

4

I'm corning from?
I don't think so.

Do you know where

5

MR. HIRAGA:

I guess in my mind I

6

don't

7

guys that we are processing X percent of requests

8

that same day without actually --

I don't understand how we would show you

9

CHAIR KANE:

Documenting.

10

MR. HIRAGA:

-- accumulating some statistics.

Because if

11

we get a thousand people over one month, I mean to

12

meet a goal we'd have to service 950 of them that

13

same day, but if we're not tracking them, I don't

14

know how I can tell you -- you know, if we get a

15

thousand people but we don't actually track whether

16

we've helped them that day or not, I don't know if I

17

could give you a percentage at the end of that

18

month.

19
20
21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So basically all you're doing

is tallying how many of those things corne in.
MR. HIRAGA:

That's one part of it, but we also want to

22

see -- as I mentioned in one of the portions, we

23

want to determine the types of documents that are

24

being requested most frequently, because that will

25

determine the priority we set for placing these
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documents or making these documents available to the

2

wider

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Electronically.
Yeah.

Or you could put

5

different I guess objectives for different

6

activities with documents in such that the higher

7

priority would be complete more frequently than the

8

last priority.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Maybe you can take a look at that.

Any further questions?

And just for the

10

Chair's clarification on that one, bottom line, in

11

order for us to measure your -- your performance,

12

you're going to have to document what your

13

activities are in order for you to provide those

14

measurements, so we can say, yes, in fact you did

15

achieve your 95 percent or 100 percent because

16

you've been able to document.

17

police, accreditation, it's all about documentation.

18

The only way that they're going to achieve

19

accreditation is if they have all the documents, so

20

that when somebody comes in to look at the

21

documents, they can prove that they did this, this,

22

this, and that within compliance of their

23

performance measures.

24

you're doing, Roy?

25

MR. HIRAGA:

Just like I guess the

So that's basically what

That's correct.
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CHAIR KANE:

And you're looking at the 100 hours?

2

MR. HIRAGA:

Right.

So basically what the 100 hours

3

involves is filling in all of these blanks on our

4

proposed fiscal year budget.

5

need to come up with specific numbers on this

6

matrix.

7
8

9

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

So we -- we think we

Any further questions?

Yes, Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Not so much a question but a

10

comment.

11

of things you're reporting, I think it would be

12

helpful if you and your Staff determine which are

13

the priority things in your Department that need to

14

be reported.

15

information in here that to me doesn't, you know,

16

really measure what -- your effectiveness or not.

17

Let's take it, for example, under your goal 5, your

18

activities, you have the number of Staff meetings

19

conducted, and the number of supervisory training

20

sessions attended

21

that mean to your Staff?

22

I think while you're looking at the kinds

Because there's an awful lot of

t

those kinds of things

t

what does

You know, it would be like you could have a

23

Staff meeting a day, one per day.

24

Staff meetings a month or 20 Staff meetings a month.

25

What does that mean?

~RALPH

You could have 30

You can just have the meeting
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It's almost like in a

1

and nothing comes out of it.

2

situation like that there's -- or I've seen other

3

places do it where they do a survey with their

4

employees on a quarterly basis or something that

5

says to measure their level of satisfaction working

6

in that particular Department, and if the employees

7

rate their level of satisfaction as low, then you

8

have a Staff meeting and say, you know, this rating

9

came out/ what can we do to improve your workplace

10

environment or your training?

What do you feel that

11

you need as your training?

12

like to be trained in?

13

meaningful than just recording the number -- the

14

frequency of something.

What things would you

To me, those are more

15

So, you know, maybe that can cut down some of

16

your program -- what you're calling program measures

17

here are not exactly measures.

18

They're -- you know, could be interesting

19

information, but they're not measuring anything.

20

It's almost like, you know, the number of TV

21

programs developed and broadcast and the number of

22

ads developed.

23

or not in your mind, but on the -- based on the

24

trends on the election turnouts, whether it be

25

presidential years or non-presidential years, if you

They're just data.

I mean if somewhere in your mind
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can establish that there is a certain difference

2

between those two sets of elections when there's a

3

presidential and when there's not and then develop

4

some numbers about we want to register X amount, you

5

said -- you threw out 5 percent as a number.

6

MR. HIRAGA:

That was in our last fiscal year.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, so if you -- if you're

8

looking at the figures and the trends from before so

9

you can say, well, you know what, it's not a Mayor,

10

Governor, President election year, and traditionally

11

that amount of registered voters has only been 2

12

percent, so maybe you're going to say, okay, it's

13

been 2 percent.

14

but you're going to say now you're going to do these

15

TV programs and newspaper ads because you want to

16

aim for 3 percent.

17

is without the TV ads and the whatever stuff.

18

you go and attack this program or this particular

19

goal.

20

percent increase each year on those kind of years,

21

that you're going to go for a 3 percent or a 4

22

percent, by putting in these programs, after the

23

program's ended and you look at those figures, then

24

you can attribute to what would be natural

25

attriculation and what is induced because you did

You take that 2 percent projection,

Then you know what your baseline
So

Say you want to go instead of the normal 2
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2

this PR program you had more.
So that to me would measure -- because right
you're telling us you can't say for

3

now you can't

4

sure that the TV programs and the newspaper ads led

5

to the amount of registered voters, but if you look

6

at the trends over the years, you'll know about what

7

that percentage is.

8

exceeding -- or this last year's one, exceeded what

9

the projections were or percentages were in the

If the percentage is

10

previous years, you can in that case make a case for

11

you know what, it's because we did these TV ads and

12

these increased newspaper ads or these other

13

programs that we actually got a 5 percent or 5.6

14

percent increase in registered voters.

15

Because what

what is going to tell us that

16

we should -- we should fund this program again?

You

17

know, if you can't say that this is above and beyond

18

the normal attriculation or matriculation, whatever

19

it might be, then why should we fund it?

20

we're just taking a shot.

21

approach.

22

do everything because we don't know which is the one

23

thing that works.

24

that works works, our campaigns would be a whole lot

25

cheaper.

If not,

You know, it's a shotgun

It's much like what politicians do.

We

If we knew what the one thing

But because we don't know, we do
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everything.

2

baseline, and the statistics are there, the actual

3

numbers are there, you can track and develop, you

4

know, a baseline number, or a trend.

5

talked about, the national trends, you can develop

6

that for yourselves so that will give you the

7

ju~tification

8

$10,000 we did these numbers of ads, these numbers

9

of television programs, radio spots, and we feel

10

safe or confident saying that the increase which

11

should have been 2.3 percent, which is the trend, in

12

this particular year was 5.6.

13

difference in those two we can attribute to the fact

14

that we targeted by doing TV, radio, and newspaper.

15

You know what I'm getting at?

16

MR. HIRAGA:

But in your case, because you have a

Like you

to come to us and say with that

So that make -- the

I guess basically you can use that scenario

17

that you just recited and using that logic I guess

18

in the last non -- in the last non-presidential

19

election -- in the last presidential election,

20

that -- that the total new registered voters was

21

3,100, and I guess if we use that logic in this

22

upcoming election, you know, we've already had 696

23

new registered voters.

24

of this formula, then I would say the increase is

25

due to this ad program that we ran.

So if I took my opinion out

But being that
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I know in the last election there were two hotly

2

contested races, the Governor's race and the Mayor's

3

race, that's why I added my opinion in there, but,

4

yeah, if I -- if we went purely by the statistics,

5

then I guess I would attribute that increase to

6

these media ads -- or these media campaigns that we

7

conducted.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Yeah, it could be that and it

could be other factors too.

I mean, I simplified it

10

by saying you could develop a baseline, but -- and a

11

trend, but the baseline and the trend is also going

12

to be reflective of your population growth also.

13

if you have a spurt in population growth, that's

14

going to skew off -- skew your projected figures,

15

but as long as all of those entities are recognized,

16

then you have a pretty good basis for saying that,

17

yeah, okay, we did have a hotly contested race,

18

however, you know, the trend was this all along

19

and -- I mean, I don't know.

20

that way, and to me it would be more valuable to

21

focus on that part if the goal -- or the main goal

22

of the election side is to get more people

23

registered and more people out to vote than if you

24

develop your baseline statistics around that one

25

goal, that would be enough for the election side of

So

It can be worked out
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your office.

2

MR. HIRAGA:

Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Because that would be

I

you know!

4

like the major goal.

5

four or five goals of that division, just pick the

6

important one and the one that really matters to

7

everybody and just focus on that and then you have

8

less tracking -- less tracking stuff to do in the

9

long run.

10

MR. HIRAGA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

14

Instead of trying to do like

And actually that would be good for us.
Yeah.

Okay, let's wrap it up, okay.

I'm sorry,

let's kind of close it up.
MR. HIRAGA:

Basically we

the reason we provided a lot

15

of these activities were mostly so you guys could

16

see the types of activities we were conducting, but,

17

yeah, if you don't need the list to be this

18

comprehensive, I mean, we can redirect our energies

19

toward other activities.

20

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Any other points, Member Tavares?

21

I'm sorry, I just wanted to -- I know we were kind

22

of getting into the finer details

23

trying to move the meeting along.

24

you have already expressed some time constraints,

25

and we've gone longer than we've anticipated with

l

and I just -- I'm
Because some of
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2

just the Clerk.

Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Just one-minute comment.

What

3

Charmaine just talked about is something very

4

interesting.

5

statistics, whatever I see here, like, say, you

6

know, you want to increase your voter turnout by 10

7

percent, then part of the statistics that is shown

8

could be like your action plans, in other words, TV

9

ads, newspaper ads, things like that.

You know, when you do have all of the

So that the

10

action plan is kept by you and all you do is show

11

the voter -- increase in the voter turnout, that

12

particular goal.

13

don't need all these numbers.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So in other words, you know, you
Thank you, Chair.

Any further comments?

Question.

Mr. Hokama.
One question.

One of your

18

responsibilities by Charter is custody of the County

19

seal.

20

MR. HIRAGA:

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. HIRAGA:

23

24
25

I beg your pardon?
Is the custody of the County seal.

What that

what does that statement allude

to in the Charter?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, custody, and I bring it up as

part of your performance measurements because, you
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1

know

2

competition.

3

Department sells MPD shirts with the County seal

4

and I guess --- and I believe they use -- they use

5

their revenues for surviving family members of

6

fallen officers, which I don't have a problem

7

want to know whether or not as part of your

8

responsibility as custodian of the seal that

9

know

I

I

I notice OED is going out for County seal logo
You know

I'm aware that Police

I

but I

l

l

you

those things shouldn't be part of your

10

performance.

11

really sure yet.

12

commercializing the County seal

13

Council grants authority -- I have a big problem

14

with unofficial use of the County seal.

15

MR. HlRAGA:

l

And so I ask you because I'm not
I do have a problem about
and I'll ask

l

My understanding of that responsibility by

16

our office -- and Brian and I have had discussions

17

on this previously.

18

the Prosecutor's Office and with OED, but -- and I

19

think we're still awaiting a written opinion from

20

one of Brian's deputies

21

understanding is that phrase take custody of the

22

County seal or have custody of the County seal

23

refers to that seal

24

equipment we have that is used to seal official

25

County documents.

I've also had discussions with

I

but basically my

the physical piece of
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My understanding of the picture of the seal

2

is that it can be used as long as it's used for

3

official government business.

4

that no user has to obtain official permission from

5

either myself -- from myself.

6

because this issue initially came up actually I

7

think before Brian became Corporation Counsel, but

8

the issue first arose -- I had even checked with the

9

Department of Regulatory Agencies to determine

10

whether we would have greater protection if we

11

registered our seal.

12

that the only government entity that has gone that

13

route is the State of Hawaii.

14

already knew that the City and County was operating

15

their city store, at that point I just decided not

16

to proceed any further.

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's my understanding

I have inquired,

I was informed at the time

And I ask

And being that I

I only ask that,

18

Chairman, is because if we need to assist the Clerk

19

in protecting the integrity of the seal, then

20

besides opinions from our learned people in

21

Corporation Counsel, that maybe one of the

22

measurements for the upcoming year would be request

23

the Council to implement more detailed language in

24

an ordinance that will define the parameters of how

25

the seal can and cannot be used.

Then you're
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1

working from law, and that might be an option

2

instead of working in a kind of loose vacuum right

3

now.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Hokama.

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

If we can request from the Clerk what his

7

question with respects to the seal was, I'm sure he

8

made a request to Corp. Counsel and they have not

9

received back, if we can request for a copy of that

10

we'll take a look at it and then we can also maybe

11

expand on the question of the seal around the

12

context of what you just laid out, and that would

13

provide us an opportunity I think to move forward

14

with some sort of proposed or ordinance to clarify

15

the use and I guess the prohibitions of the seal.

16

Members -- and I think that first step is just

17

inquiring what the Clerk has already asked of Corp.

18

Counsel, and then we can expand on that.

19

as we move forward we can pursue what you've just

20

pointed out as an issue.

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

And then

And my concern, Chairman, is

22

not for the legitimate use.

Because obviously since

23

no approval needs to be given, someone could just

24

put the seal on their stationery and someone could

25

assume that they're receiving official County of
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Maui documentation

2

all.

3

deception.

Okay.

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

Chair

6

Thank you.

7

Seeing none.

8

Members

9

l

which may not be accurate at

And I have a problem with that kind of

Thank you for bringing that forward.
with Staff

l

l

And the

will follow up with that request.

Any further questions for the Clerk?
Mr. Hiraga

l

thank you very much.

we're going to stand in recess till 3:10.

I

(Gavel) .

10

RECESS:

11

RECONVENE:

12

CHAIR KANE:

3:04 p.m.
3: 13 p.m.

(Gavel).

Okay.

Members

I

let's reconvene.

13

This is the Government Relations Committee meeting

14

for February 18th

l

Wednesday afternoon.

Now we have with us our Director from the

15
16

Office of Council Services

17

Mr. Fukuoka.

18

give us your opening remarks I and if you have

19

anything to hand out to uS

20

ahead.

21

MR. FUKUOKA:

OkaYI

l

Mr. Ken Fukuoka.

Good afternoon l

thank you.

I

if you canl please l

let us know.

For the record

If not

l

l

go

I'm Ken

22

Fukuokat Office of Council Services.

I'm not really

23

prepared to go through highlights{ but I want to go

24

through the

25

distributed a memo.

the performance measures.

We

It was dated yesterday.
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Attached to that memo -- it's a two-page front and

2

backl two-page memo.

3

sets of performance measures.

4

version that was submitted to the Administration for

5

inclusion in their budget, and the other one is our

6

internal version, which includes measures that are

7

not -- or have not been considered reliably

8

collected enough and important enough and useful

9

enough for the general public to include in the

10
11

Attached to that memo were two
One set. was the

submittal along with the budget.
I wanted to make a few initial comments.

For

12

us, the development of the performance measures was

13

a very difficult process, and we approached it from

14

a bottom up kind of standpoint.

15

do was to recognize that the real difficulty in our

16

agency is identifying measures that are feasible to

17

collect.

18

line of work is that we don't produce anything

19

directly for the publicI or there's very little that

20

we produce directly for the publicI and so we can't

21

reduce it to goods or packets of services in the way

22

that other agencies can.

23

What we wanted to

One of the problems in our work -- in our

And so what we tried to do was to step back

24

and -- and we had worked with the prior

25

Administration's consultant on this.
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1

to step back and identify the purposes that

2

performance measures are used.

3

one, performance measures are used to justify

4

expenditures, in other words, to justify our budget.

5

And in our case, because the members are the ones

6

controlling the budget, what we needed to do was to

7

provide a comfort level to the members to assure

8

them that we -- we were genuinely trying to do well

9

with what was given us.

We felt that, number

The members have to be able

10

to defend us to the public as well.

So it wouldn't

11

do for us to say trust us, you know what we're

12

doing.

13

some effort in trying to come up with usable and

14

feasible performance measures.

And so we have to go through, I felt anyway,

Second thing we needed to -- well, the second

15
16

thing that sometimes drives performance measures or

17

the use of performance measures is that it helps to

18

focus employees and managers on the results of their

19

operations, and specifically on the quantity and the

20

quality of the kind of things that they do from day

21

to day.

22

in the workplace.

23

respect to defending the budget.

24

that a performance -- set of performance measures

25

can do is it provides a basis for historical

That is more a psychological benefit almost
It doesn't really help with
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information.

I think in the earlier discussion you

2

had today talked about base lines.

3

fashion, the accumulation of information which may

4

not mean too much as you are accumulating it becomes

5

important later on when you're trying to diagnose

6

issues, trying to determine whether something works

7

if you were to try to change a process or a

8

procedure.

In a similar

You know, a really good example is this issue

9

10

of uploading documents to the Internet.

11

system in place, we would know that a certain amount

12

of visits to our office was

13

know that putting it on the Internet reduced the

14

visits to our office for documents by a certain

15

amount.

16

anecdotally that that happened, but we really don't

17

know for sure what the impact of this was.

18

even though it may not have made a lot of sense, a

19

couple of years ago, three years ago, to begin to

20

measure the people coming in to get documents or to

21

ask to see documents, now it makes perfect sense.

22

If we had that information, it would be something

23

that would be useful.

24

need to be able to have information available to

25

study trends and to be able to evaluate the success

I should say we would

Well, we don't know that.

So

If we had a

that~s

We know

And so

the third, this
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2

of changes.
So let me return.

The effort that we made

3

was to focus on trying to develop feasible measures.

4

And so the sections did a lot of work in trying to

5

find out how they could measure the -- their

6

contributions -- each section's contributions to a

7

particular activity of the office.

8

an activity or take a function of the office t see

9

what the section contributed t and then they had to

They had to take

10

try to come up with feasible t quantifiable measures

11

of the quantity of the performance and the quality

12

of the performance.

13

lot of cases, and in some cases we were not able to

14

come up with quality measures t for example t for each

15

and every segment of the activities of the office.

16

Now t it wasn't that easy in a

One of the problems iS t you know t in our

17

office we -- we have a lot of different activities

18

that are not easily condensed into a few activities.

19

And we'll see that as we go through the goals.

20

of the questions that comes up a lot is when you set

21

goals t aren't goals supposed to be aspirational?

22

Aren't they supposed to be targets?

23

made a conscious decision not to make it a target

24

yett and there are reasons for that.

25

One

In our case I

One reason is the process of shifting over to
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measuring these quantity and quality indicators is

2

trying on the Staff, and I didn't really feel that

3

it was necessary or wise to try to in addition to

4

that establish goals for them to meet.

5

just the process of instituting a measuring type of

6

program was enough.

7

future it cannot be used as a way to identify

8

targets or that of course it would be used to

9

measure progress, but as far as establishing a

I thought

That doesn't mean that in the

10

target at this point, you know, it was a conscious

11

decision not to do that.

12

The second reason is that we need to find out

13

what the activities of the office are and what

14

resources are devoted to each of these activities

15

and set that in place.

16

to do that is when we decide to target improvement

17

in a particular outcome, if you want to call it

18

that, then we need to recognize that resources are

19

going to be diverted from some areas and focused on

20

another.

21

know the impacts on all of the other areas. from

22

which resources will be diverted.

23

And the reason why we have

In order for us to do that, we need to

And we have to either be up front about it,

24

in the sense of saying we're not going to be able to

25

maintain the same level of service in these other
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areas, or that it's going to cost this much for us

2

to be able to take care of that without having

3

adverse consequences elsewhere.

4

have to be able to say we anticipate a certain

5

increase in efficiency in a certain other process.

6

So these

7

really possible until you know where you stand, and

8

so a large part of what we're trying to do now is to

9

establish -- put in place a way to measure where we

10

Or we're going to

these kinds of discussions are not

stand.
If you look at the performance measures that

11
12

we have, you know, they're divided into goals.

13

the goals, as I said, are not framed as targeted

14

goals.

15

The goals represent collections of activities.

16

other words, major functions that the office

17

performs.

18

goals by just putting a target, I mean, doubling the

19

amount of documents -- documents issued or

20

increasing satisfaction or something of that nature.

21

But as I said, you know, consciously I did not want

22

to put that sort of target at this point into place.

23

Now/

In other words, they're not aspirational.
In

They can be turned into aspirational

Now, under each goal or within each goal,

24

which is a collection of activities, a major

25

function of the office, the different sections
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1

contribute, and each section's contributions is

2

categorized as a separate activity.

3

why that's necessary is because the measures that

4

are being used are peculiar to those sections.

5

each activity had to be segregated out because, you

6

know, different things are typically measured.

7

statistics -- you know, I did not update these

8

statistics for the second quarter, and I should to

9

the degree we can.

And the reason

So

The

I know we've had false starts on

10

some, but I don't believe -- not on most of these

11

statistics.
Part of the reason why many of these

12
13

statistics are not being presented along with the

14

budget is because we need to work through some of

15

these.

16

from the workers, from the people who need to do the

17

work of collecting the statistics, still, you know,

18

there are anticipated -- unanticipated difficulties

19

that have arisen.

20

have to be changed slightly.

21

them are really going to be dropped, but the

22

anticipated way that they're going to collect these

23

measures in some cases has not worked out.

24

actually was expected.

25

of this sort, you know, that sort of trial and error

Even though the way we did this was to start

And so some of them are going to
I don't think any of

That

In any kind of undertaking
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to some degree is -- is anticipated.
So that's all I have for the opening.

2
3

4

go quickly through the goals.
CHAIR KANE:

I can

Should I?

Members, at this time, is there a preference

5

to walk through each one or would you like to

6

approach a particular goal that you have or a

7

particular focus that you'd like to and then proceed

8

in that fashion?

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Member Tavares.
Yeah, Mr. Chairman, I had a

10

question first.

11

this what you submitted to the Administration for

12

inclusion in the budget?

13

MR. FUKUOKA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. FUKUOKA:

I'm sorry if I missed it, but is

There are two attached documents.
Okay.

The first one was submitted -- the one with

16

all of the grid marks, grid lines, that was not.

17

That is our internal one.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

MR. FUKUOKA:

Oh, okay.

Okay.

So Exhibit A was submitted.
And that is being shared, you know, with the

21

Members because -- well, because the members are an

22

integral part of the operation, of course.

23

who we work for.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

That's

Yeah, Mr. Fukuoka, hang on one second, yeah.

So, Members, we have a cover letter.
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1

front and back.

2

off with page 3-3, and it goes for like four or five

3

pages.

4

one I think Mr. Fukuoka talks about is an internal

5

grid -- in grid format that kind of goes into more

6

detail that they utilize internally.

7

submitted to the Mayor's Office was Exhibit A,

8

Mr. Fukuoka?

9

MR. FUKUOKA:

Then you have Exhibit A that starts

And then you have Exhibit B, and that's the

Yes, sir.

And what was

What was submitted was Exhibit A.

10

Now, if you look at Exhibit B, there's some

11

performance measures that are bolded.

12

correspond to the ones that were actually submitted

13

along with the budget to the Mayor's Office.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Go ahead.

Those

Proceed, Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, thank you.

I know a lot of

16

work went into this document and I know that Ken has

17

probably lost many hours of sleep torturing himself

18

about it, but one of the statements that he made at

19

the beginning of his introduction kind of bothered

20

me a little bit, and that was his statement about

21

unlike other agencies we don't -- the public

22

serving the public is not particularly -- is not one

23

of the focus -- or something like that.

24

wanted to state that the Office of Council Services,

25

while it does serve the public, that's to me their
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1

secondary job.

Their primary job is serving the

2

Council members, and that we are the public that you

3

need to satisfy or that needs this service.
And so I wouldn't feel any guilty -- any

4

5

guilt about we don't have ,the same kind of goals or

6

services like the Clerk's Office does, which is

7

responding to the public more than this particular

8

office does, Office of Council Services.

9

know, I'll say the same thing I said to Mr. Hiraga

I -- you

10

about the goals, that we should be looking at

11

focusing on one, two, or three of those goals and

12

performance measures that are related to those

13

particular goals.

14

we're here for?

15

public.

16

public, or basically, you know, that hierarchy.

17

What is it -- what is it that
I mean, it's our job to serve the

You serve us so that we can serve the

So some of the performance measures you have,

18

you know, like I was saying with other departments,

19

they're interesting data, but I don't think we

20

should be spending a whole lot of time collecting

21

information about that kind of data.

So, you know,

22

just with those opening statements

I mean, I

23

think this is a -- you know, as we have been

24

developing the performance measures for a couple

25

years now, trying to develop them, it's an evolution
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2

of trying to figure out which is the right way.
And, you know, I can just share my personal

3

opinion about the consultant that came in to help

4

the County of Maui, I wish we had been able to look

5

at that contract before it was signed, because I

6

don't believe that that consultant put the

7

departments on the correct track for performance

8

measures.

9

near future that when there is a worthwhile

And I would hope that sometime in the

10

conference put on by people recognized in the

11

the governments or municipalities regarding

12

performance measures, that we take that opportunity

13

to send our two Directors to that conference so that

14

they can get some -- some real help -- I mean some

15

not real help but some -- Mr. Hokama, you can help

16

me find the word now -- pertinent, relevant help for

17

our particular type of delivery of service.

18

in

While the consultant might have been able to

19

help other departments, and that's still

20

questionable in my own -- and this is my own

21

personal opinion and please don't accept it any

22

other way.

23

specialized, that we really need to talk to people

24

who have done performance measures that deal in the

25

legislative area, that those principles that are

But because our function is so
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1

applied to delivery of services -- providing

2

services to the public at large, Parks, Public

3

Works, and like that, there are some similarities,

4

but we have enough uniqueness in our roll that our

5

focus should be with those folks who have gone

6

through this same process in the legislative branch.

7

So that's what I would hope that we would be

8

able to get, maybe from NACo, that we could get some

9

help that way in targeting a group or maybe

10

somebody -- we could get somebody to come down here

11

to talk with both -- both Directors to look at it

12

from the eyes -- or from the perspective of our

13

function, which is the legislative function.

14

Because I think that while we're creating lots of

15

performance measures or data, the amount of time

16

that the Staff is going to spend collecting and

17

recording the data I think is going to be time

18

better spent actually putting out a product for the

19

Council.

20

that I get a response back in the time that I wanted

21

the response.

22

counting so many things or whatever we're doing in

23

here, that that's going to take away from that

24

opportunity for the Staff member to actually work on

25

the subject we want worked on, which is the research

I'm more interested in when I send a PAF,

And I think if we're going to start
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1

part, and then putting -- drafting ordinances or

2

resolutions or whatever it may be, thatls the part

3

that I want to see from my end.

4

a better product come out of the research area so

5

that I can decide whether or not I want to propose

6

an ordinance or to go somewhere else.

lId much rather see

I donlt care that we had 1,400 meetings.

7

You

8

know, I donlt care that we had 14 site visits last

9

week and 23 this week.

To what end was that

10

activity?

Why did we do that site visit?

Just to

11

occupy time to go look at the scenery?

12

me itls like sometimes I balk at some of the site

13

visits we go on.

14

seen it.

15

a little impatient with that thing.

16

things do here, that I would really like us to

17

focus.

18

we need the Office of Council Services to understand

19

that our expectation of them is to do those kinds of

20

things that are important to us to get our job done,

21

and thatls how I see their role.

22

you to apologize that you donlt serve the public the

23

way other departments serve the public.

24

thatls not a problem, because thatls not your

25

function.

You know, to

lIve been there already.

Why do we need to go again?

And so I get
We have so many

So while we have to focus ourselves, I think

So I donlt want

Your main function.
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So just to get that part cleared up, and

1

2

don't feel bad about that particular area.

But the

3

budget comes to us in details -- I mean in this kind

4

of detail for all of the departments, and I think it

5

needs to do that for the other -- for the other

6

departments, but not so much for ours.

7

of Council Services, I mean, we ourselves know if

8

we're getting good service or not, because we're

9

going to be the first ones to complain to the

For Office

10

Chairman if we're not getting the kind of result

11

that we want from any of the Staff members.
So I would -- I hope that we would go in a

12
13

direction that, you know, we focus more on what the

14

needs of the Council members are in regards to our

15

legislative function and less on what you think

16

should be in the Mayor's budget.

17

know, that's us, and he's got his Staff.

18

that information because we don't operate as closely

19

with those departments as we do with you.

20

kind of just my opening comments.

21

particular area that I want to go into first.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Because I -- you
We need

So that's

So there's no

Anybody else want to open up with

23

any comments before we proceed with any specific

24

direction?

25

doesn't prefer to go through each and every goal.

And again, quite frankly, the Chair
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You know, personally I've had the opportunity to

2

read through this, and I hope that you've taken the

3

time, Members, to peruse Mr. Fukuoka's memo with the

4

attachments.

5

you have any particular questions or suggest.ions or

6

recommendations for consideration by the Director, I

7

think now's the time to proceed in that fashion.

8

Mr. Hokama.

And so I prefer for us to approach, if

9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

opportunity.

11

Upcountry, the Office of Council Services is to

12

assist the Council to carry out its legislative

13

functions and powers.

14

the Charter.

15

performance of OCS I view very differently from

16

other departments also.

17

I have had our own discussions, my fellow

18

Chairman, I thank you for this
I would agree with my colleague from

I think it is very clear in

So I too understand the workings and

You know, the Director and

,colleagues, and even myself who's come from private

19

sector working with measurements and what not, had a

20

hard time trying to give some constructive

21

suggestions to the Director on what to look fbr or

22

what he would consider -- I would ask him to

23

consider as measurements.

24
25

Obviously the most outstanding measurement is
if the nine Council members rate Mr. Fukuoka as
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superior performance and he gets re appointed.

2

would be definitely a performance measure t in a

3

sense.

4

two years he comes before the body and the body will

5

either give him a passing grade of reappointment or

6

a failing grade and dismissal t so along with the

7

Staff.

8

different pressures t Mr. Chairman t and I am -- tell

9

you, I'm quite thrilled with the amount of detail

10

That

Because Mr. Fukuoka is like all of uS r every

So they work under different constraints and

Mr. Fukuoka made in the internal portion.
And if I may just ask one t and it kind of

11

12

touchYt because it's about person -- it's a

13

personnel matter t Mr. Fukuoka.

14

measurements be that 100 percent of your employees

15

under your direction receive satisfactory annual

16

evaluations?

17

MR. FUKUOKA:

Should one of the

You know that is an interesting -- a really

18

interesting set of -- that raises an interesting set

19

of issues.

20

personnel supportt the work that one goes into

21

trying to cultivate employees t you know t

22

intra-agency meetings.

23

things ought to be quantified t

24

if you're trying to target it.

25

if -- like in my case t you know, I'm not as

It's like training t you know, the

Some people say that those
bec~use

-- especially

You know t especially
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religious as I ought to be in terms of doing these

2

performance evaluations.

3

more on it, then we should measure it.

4

say that that's an important element.

5

important result, in fact, of performance

6

measurement or you should at least use some measures

7

to encourage, to focus on that sort of activity.

8
9

If the thought is to focus
Some people
That's an

Now, other people say that this is just part
of overhead.

You know, is -- if you have a really

10

good personality and you make the workers feel happy

11

and so they perform, then what's magic about a

12

performance evaluation?

13

what's produced.

14

measures, training, counseling, you know, those

15

things are thought to be things that you build into

16

the activity, not something that is -- has a

17

separate value in and of itself.

18

Really what counts is

So, you know, performance

Now, in our case, I tried to stay away from

19

overhead.

I tried to say to myself that the

20

overhead ought to be built into the activity, and if

21

the members felt that a particular aspect of it

22

should receive more attention, then I figured the

23

members would -- would tell me, and in a worst case

24

scenario would actually put a measure in there.

25

Because a part of what we're trying to do here is to
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allow a baseline, to lay a foundation upon which the

2

members can go ahead and make decisions.

3

there are some functions where, you know, it's --

4

it's only the members that can decide whether we

5

should continue or not, and it's not

fo~

I mean,

me to say.

The members -- you know, we talked about me

6
7

being reappointed.

The real measure of access I

8

think is the members being reelected.

9

however it's done, if the members get reelected, it

Somehow,

10

means that the public appreciates what they're

11

doing.

12

removed from our activities.

13

do appreciate the thought that we're so into these

14

measures on this grid line matrix here, are so

15

detailed, you know, are so operational in nature

16

that it's almost like of no interest.

17

reason why I have it here is to convince you folks

18

that we have made a serious effort, and it's

19

difficult for a support agency to make that kind of

20

effort because we don't produce -- it wasn't an

21

apology as much as an explanation of why it's not so

22

easy to come up with these objective measures.

23

on the other hand, you know, at some point in the

24

future I think it's entirely appropriate for the

25

members to start using this as a device to be able

But we cannot see it, you know, as so far
On the other hand, I
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2

to focus attention on particular aspects.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I bring this up! Mr. Director! one

3

and I appreciate your comment, if the success of the

4

member should also reflect on the success of the

5

office, I can see the relation.

6

you know, one of the reasons I bring it up is

7

because of the structure of term limitations and

8

some other issues that we have no control over.

9

would hate to see this branch of County government

But maybe one

I

10

to lose such a major component called institutional

11

history and knowledge that we are now faced with a

12

more disadvantaged situation.

13

that because maybe what we need to consider in the

14

future is maybe we need to have overriding terms for

15

Staff work limits or whatever you call it, the

16

terms.

17

Okay.

And I bring up

Because let's say next year we have nine

18

brand-new Council members and they will choose to

19

have completely new Staff, from you, to the Clerk!

20

right on down.

21

County quite a long time, maybe a year, before this

22

legislative branch will get its act together and

23

know all of the requirements and processes and

24

procedures to do well enough to not be embarrassed

25

before the constituency.

I would think it would take this

Okay, we've already had
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1

experience with a brand-new Administration that had

2

great turnover.

3

Council members.

4

for that Administration over that Council.

5

Look at Honolulu with nine new
I think it's an unfair advantage

And I say this because whether the members

6

stay or not is a lot more factors than just besides

7

what OCS provides.

8

stabilizing entity within the legislative branch,

9

just as any member, because we've built in a safety

But OCS can provide a

10

net component of institutional retainment, which I

11

consider important, very important.

12

looking at this as one way of maybe even moving the

13

office forward and saying, you know what, instead of

14

Ken having two years, we should maybe consider the

15

Director's position to have three-year term or

16

four-year term whereby kind of overlaps whereby it

17

provides that consistency, or at least the ability

18

to assist the newer Council with less experience and

19

less knowledge of procedures and processes, that we

20

can still do the people's business through the

21

legislative branch.

22

And so I'm

And that is some of the things that I was

23

looking through his details, Chairman.

24

tell you, you know, Mr. Fukuoka obviously spent a

25

lot of hours thinking this through, because this is
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one of the more detailed of all the departments

2

we've reviewed, that someone has thought through not

3

only the external, but what is the internal

4

measurements that not necessarily everyone else sees

5

but assists him in evaluating his Department's

6

performance.

7

CHAIR KANE:

So I thank you, Mr. Fukuoka.

Thank you.

Anything further from the

8

members?

Member Tavares, you had any further -- you

9

might want to go into anything specific?

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. FUKUOKA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

3 -5, oh, okay.

CHAIR KANE:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Activity 4A?
Activity 2A.

It starts with

Activity 2A.

17

CHAIR KANE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

CHAI R KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Yeah, at the bottom 3-5, so I

guess it's - -

14

16

Yeah, just specific on 3-5.

Goal No. 2, yeah?
Goal No. 2.

Top of the page.

Thank you.

Top of the page.
All members there?

Yes.

Thank you.
Okay.

That particular performance

measure to me just shows what the work load is for
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1

the Department.

If you go down to Goal 3 t number of

2

research requests received and the number of

3

research requests completed and closed t to me this

4

is the

5

Office of Council Services.

6

it further expanded to have a measure in there

7

that's the number of research requests completed and

8

closed by the due date.

9

go further t number of research requests that result

one of the most important goals for the
But I would like to see

You know t maybe we want to

10

in legislation that is presented to the body.

11

Doesn't have to pass t but at least you get it there

12

and open and spoken for.

13

number one goal for me for the Office of Council

14

Services.

So I see that as the

15

Now t I know that we were doing for a while I

16

think it was a monthly -- was it monthly -- kind of

17

a survey as to the PAFs that we requested and

18

whether they were completed or not and were we

19

satisfied with it.

20

too much.

21

quarterly or something t because every month we were

22

filling out this surveYt and it really wasn't

23

necessary because the variance t we're going to get

24

on top of.

25

And then that was just -- that's

And SOt you know, at least go to

If I had a -- I had one PAF request that took
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1

an extraordinarily long period of timel but however,

2

the Analyst assigned to it kept in touch with me and

3

let me know the status of it, what was happening,

4

and why, and then we'd set other due dates.

5

drop dead date of before our legislative package

6

went out, so that was the drop dead date, but up

7

until then there were other things -- there were

8

other reasons, and I perfectly -- I could

9

understand.

I had a

There wasn't that much of a rush, but

10

as long as the Staff member and the Council member

11

stay in communication with each other about what

12

that request is for research, then I think that goes

13

a long way to saying, ho, you know, I put this out

14

there and it was due in two weeks and I haven't

15

heard a word t and that's when we get a little

16

excited.

17

But I think that that part about, you know,

18

completing the things in -- in a timely manner is

19

important, especially if we're working up against

20

certain deadlines like the State legislature.

21

Otherwise, we usually don't have too many of those

22

kind of deadlines, but I would -- I would like to

23

see that part expanded and that being a goal.

24

don't really care about how many requests.

25

number 2A, I don't care about that.

I

Like in

That could stay
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internal.

2

good -- it's a good number to know, because if you

3

have these requests and you're only able to complete

4

50 percent of them, then we're saying something

5

about either the Council members have got to get

6

their act together and ask for only important

7

research, or research has to be pertinent only to an

8

existing item, or we need more Staff to research

9

these things for the Council members.

10

Because it might be -- you know, it's a

So that kind of to me is a -- you know, and

11

even the other -- the work stations availability in

12

the Goal No. 4 that has to do the computers and the

13

down timer that is important I think internally to

14

the Staff at OCS as well as to the members, but I

15

don't use my computer that much.

16

communicate with each other, but you know what, when

17

the computer's down, we pick up the phone and we

18

call each other.

19

to each other for a long time because we're emailing

20

everybody, but -- or GroupWising, but, you know,

21

that I think is important for the internal workings

22

of the Department.

23

Services Staff to do their work, they need to have

24

that LAN up and running because that's going to --

25

they depend on that for research and that kind of

I mean we

You know, sometimes we don't talk

In order for the Council
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1

stuff.

2

points.

So it's just a couple of those -- of those

The financial transactions on the next paget

3

4

you know

5

that there should be things that should be internal

6

to the workings of the Office of Council Service and

7

then there are things that -- what I would call

8

external

9

Services and the Council members and our legislative

t

t

these are -- I guess what I'm saying is

that means the relationship with Council

10

work.

11

goals and objectives we may want to achieve or to

12

highlight and benchmark and those kinds of things.

13

MR. FUKUOKA:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

MR. FUKUOKA:

So maybe there needs to be two tiers of what

Mr. Chair.
Please t respond.

Yeah t thank you.

What we're looking at when

16

we have the 3-5 page is the version that we

17

submitted to the Administration.

18

further back in the packett at Goal 2 and Goal 3 t

19

you'll see there's -- yeah

20

you'll see that there's more detail there.

21

first thing I wanted to mention was when you look at

22

the version that we submitted to the Administration t

23

that matches

24

mention again it matches up to the balded

25

information in the matrix.

UPt

t

Now t if you look

in that matrix format t
The

againt to the -- I wanted to
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Now, those sorts of measures are the things

1

2

that are -- are of the sort that I tend to see when

3

I look at other samples of these performance

4

budgets, you know, the versions that are released to

5

the public are typically this sort of measure, not

6

exactly the same but, you know, the bolded ones.

7

The unbolded ones are the ones that typically are

8

too detailed, I suppose.

9

them.

10
11

Not that they donlt keep

You know, itls just that theylre not in the

budget.

This goes to the public.
But if you look at, for example, Goal 2, now,

12

this one was really to provide information,

13

documentation to other people who ask for it,

14

whether itls the public or another agency or

15

whatever.

16

continue, and that kind of points out, you know, an

17

element of what Ilm trying to get across.

18

important for us to continue this service.

19

know, even though I know itls not something that it

20

looks like welre doing a lot of, itls really

21

important that we continue it.

22

allocate enough resource to it, and I need to be

23

able to account for that resource.

24

did with the money that we needed to spend on

25

providing this service, even though itls not really

Thatls an important function we got to

Itls
You

And we need to

This is what we
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1

important, you know, from other aspects of our

2

operations.
When you look at Goal No.3, this is the one

3
4

dealing not so much with producing documentation for

5

other people, you know, freedom of -- not freedom,

6

Office of Information Practices kind of stuff.

7

not so much that, but Goal 3 is where the research

8

work comes.

9

tried to indicate measures for making it back to you

It's

And there is -- is -- you know, we've

10

guys by established deadlines.

11

established deadlines, it's not really -- you know,

12

we have to work at that one, for example, because,

13

you know, as you mentioned in that one case where it

14

took like a long time to actually get the job done,

15

what it amounted to was an extension.

And when we say

16

And what was necessary for us to do and what

17

we should be targeting as a part of our services is

18

that if we cannot make it back to you by a certain

19

time, we let you know when it can be gotten back to

20

you.

21

have to figure out, you know, whether we can find an

22

acceptable compromise.

23

acceptable compromise, we've got to bring somebody

24

else in.

25

fight with anybody.

And then if that's not satisfactory, then we

And if we cannot find an

Because we don't really want to get into a
You know, it's not really --
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2

it's not going to be helpful.
And that's the reason why at the bottom, at

3

the very -- at the very last page, there's a little

4

blurb on established standards.

5

standards are basically a negotiated -- they've got

6

to meet the minimum legal requirement, but they are

7

negotiated standards, but if we promise to get

8

something back and then we don't get it back, then

9

we should take note of it.

The established

Not that anybody going's

10

to get fired right away, but it's really a question

11

of that happens often enough, we need to apply some

12

corrective action, divert some resources to it.

13

anyway, I wanted to explain that part of it.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So

You know, thank you, and I guess I

15

should have looked at this part, and not the first

16

part, because you have addressed what I talked about

17

in that -- in your Goal 3, Activity 3, and this is

18

the section dealing with provide research --

19

research services to Council members, et cetera, and

20

you have -- you have the thing, the percentage of

21

requests completed within the established deadlines.

22

You know, if -- the way I look at it, that should be

23

the first thing, percentage of research requests

24

completed by the established deadline, and you

25

establish something like 90 percent as your target.
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1

Then the number of research requests received and

2

then the rest of that stuff, that becomes data to

3

support your percentage figure.

4

performance measure in and of itself.

5

support it.

6

So it's not a
It's data to

And then your percentage of Council members

7

who are satisfied with research services, you know,

8

you would maybe say you want to aim at, you know, 95

9

percent or 98 percent satisfaction of Council

10

members with work produced, you know, through this

11

thing, and then if there's -- if your percentage

12

comes out 80 percent, then you'll have to explain

13

what your variance is.

14

But I think the things that you said, like if

15

they're not going to be able to make the deadline,

16

that there is a communication and an agreement that

17

they're going to extend the deadline, I mean, maybe

18

there's even something you put in there, but I don't

19

think that's necessary.

20

this other section, then I would say, you know,

21

percentage of documents produced -- producing

22

legislation.

23

maybe it's 50 percent, because some of the requests

24

that come in -- and would you know better than

25

anybody, because you see all of them -- some of the

But in this other one -- in

Maybe your target in there is lower,
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1

requests that come in are to give information on

2

something that is already existing and that they

3

want information to be able to either amend or to

4

speak for or against a particular issue.

5

percentage number might be lower.

6

something, you know, else to look at, but itls a

7

service to the Council as a Council members that

8

helps us in our work, in our everyday work.

9

thatls kind of how I would twist that thing around.

10
11
12

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

for this item?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So your

That would be

So

Any further point of discussions

Mr. Hokama.
I just wanted the Director to give us

13

clarity on Goal 3, other legislative agencies.

14

we talking non-County agencies, Ken?

15

services to members or other legislative agencies.

16

MR. FUKUOKA:

Are

Provide

Well, if you look at this, this is the

17

research section.

18

were to ask them to do something, like, for

19

instance, assist with a procurement or defining, I

20

donlt know, a procurement procedure or something,

21

you know, do some research on, who knows, sound

22

systems, you know, that -- that would also be --

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. FUKUOKA:

25

So if the Secretaries section

Okay, okay.

be included.

However, yeah, I am going

to go look at this again, because when 11m looking
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at this I'm not really sure whether we're precisely

2

defining the scope.

3

instance, if we get a request for assistance from

4

county Clerk, is it included here?

5

by looking at this language, it's not, so I need to

6

crystallize my thinking on this.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

You know, things like, for

Right now just

Is part of your -- your

8

numbers -- you're overlapping years.

9

bring that up because when I guess we talked about

10

research requests received 163, requests completed

11

and closed 199, I'm just assuming it's over a

12

period -- you know, you may have one from the

13

previous year that was still open so you're going to

14

log it down the year it closes, I guess, is what I'm

15

asking.

16

MR. FUKUOKA:

Right.

And I only

That was something we did discuss

17

quite a bit.

You know, it doesn't really match up.

18

For example, if -- let's take kind of a ridiculous

19

kind of situation.

20

100 received and then nothing for Fiscal Year '04

21

but you finished 50 in Fiscal Year '04, then you'd

22

have 50 there and none received, kind of odd, but we

23

couldn't really think of any other way to handle

24

this sort of thing.

25

I think we have to assume that it's not going to --

If in Fiscal Year '03 you had

You know, the overlap.
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean let's say I put up 100 requests

2

the last six months of my term.

3

You going to close all my requests the following

4

year because I'm not there anymore requesting the

5

information or is that a wrong assumption?

6

MR. FUKUOKA:

I don't come back ..

Well, that, as a practical matter -- it may

7

be correct.

You know, in a lot of cases what

8

happens is we don't really directly close it out.

9

should correct myself.

We probably do in a lot of

10

cases just close it out.

11

many outstanding, you know, but at times other

12

people take on the project.

13

know, it's assigned -- it's charged to the account,

14

so to speak, of another member.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We hope not to have that

In other words, you

The one that I know you made great

16

strides in and -- has been previous minutes of

17

Committee meeting minutes.

18

1C.

I guess that would be

Would that come under 1C?

19

MR. FUKUQKA:

Yes.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

What would you say the improvement

21

you've been able to get OCS to do, Ken?

22

instead of ten years of backlog, we're now down to

23

four years backlog, we've catched up six year, and,

24

you know! within next year and a half we feel to be

25

current.

I don't know, I'm guessing.
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1

2

trying to put time on you.
MR. FUKUOKA:

Well, yeah, it's not -- it's not me that did

3

anything here.

There are two major elements.

4

is that the Secretaries section, Committee

5

Secretaries section focused on this as a goal.

6

What -- and this is a real good example of the way

7

things might

8

long time we were not addressing the backlog simply

9

because we didn't have the resources to do it.

wo~k

differently in the future.

One

For a

You

10

know, we didn't have quantifiable measures to say

11

that we -- we had enough money to work on this set

12

of work but not on the minutes.

13

adding Secretaries very slowly, but there wasn't any

14

real crystallized way to analyze this and divert

15

resources to it.

16

And so we were

Then there was one year where the members

17

just got all upset and they said, listen, you know,

18

just do something with it

19

money, just do it.

20

lot of money.

You know, we have court reporters

21

doing things.

We've- got transcribers doing things.

22

Right now the Committee Secretaries section is I

23

believe targeting the end of the term to get caught

24

up, but it was done because there was cooperation,

25

insistence on the part of the Council, and because

l

even if it costs a lot of

And so we did it and it cost a
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2

the Secretaries section focused on it.
It's that kind of focus, you know, that we

3

try to encourage in this whole system of

4

measurement.

5

of work, you know, we don't want to reach a point

6

where it's a point of desperation and people are

7

impatient.

8

basis -- or I want -- I want this system to provide

9

a basis for the incremental improvements that I

And that's why even though it's a lot

You know, we want it to provide a

10

think are the most liveable way to improve the

11

operations.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I would agree with you, but I

13

would also add that whether we like it or not, OCS

14

and Clerks is a reflection of the Council too, and

15

their ability to perform or not to perform reflects

16

upon the nine of us.

17

We're the ones that face the electorate every two

18

years and they're going to say, gosh, Hokama, I

19

wanted the minutes of so and so meeting on this date

20

and you know what, they told me it wasn't even

21

transcribed yet.

What the hell's going on?

22

get embarrassed.

I'm going to come and look at you.

23

You're going to go right down the line, and again,

24

it's a reflection of all of us.

25

We're the Board of Directors.

I would

And I think your ability to catch up and the
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motivation of your section to be current is highly

2

commended upon those that are doing the work, but I

3

would say it's also a reflection on the members who

4

have given you the resources to get it done.

5

Because whether we like it or not, a requirement is

6

a requirement.

7

like everyone of them, but if we need to perform by

8

certain measurements that higher authorities have

9

imposed upon us, for us not to fulfill it is, again,

You know, we may not necessarily

10

another reflection on us that we deem to pick and

11

choose what we feel to abide by.

12

that's a good example for us to move forward to the

13

constituency, so I appreciate your efforts and the

14

Staff efforts.

15

have provided us this afternoon.

16

CHAIR KANE:

And I don't think

But I am quite pleased with what you

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Thank you.

Just on a little

17

side-bar note, I think the last minutes I signed off

18

on was from May of 1977, and I have to tell you it

19

was -- andoI read every page, every word of those

20

minutes.

21

those minutes provide the institutional realities of

22

why we're here today because of what was done back

23

then.

24

a very different level of communications, but it was

25

all very -- you know, Member Molina, I think you had

Talking about institutional knowledge,

And very interesting, very interesting.
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1

a family member or two in some of those exchanges

2

that were going on, but very interesting.

3

one where testimony where your dad was testifying,

4

came in and testified before this body.

5

interesting stuff.

6

Hokama's dad in a lot of that.

7

folks, if you have any additional time and you have

8

the opportunity read some of those older minutes

9

back in the '70s, interesting stuff.
to make that comment.

11

discussion on this item?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Very

You know, and obviously Member

10

12

There was

But I urge you

Any additional?

I just wanted
Any more

And I want to again --

Just one, Chairman.

Go ahead.
And, Ken, if I missed where you had

15

the place, then I'm sorry.

I think one of the

16

improvements that I'm quite pleased is the ability

17

of research section.

18

take -- I get the benefit, being the Budget

19

Chairman, that the ability of our Staff to have

20

financial history -- background and knowledge as

21

well as auditing has definitely shown our peers not

22

only on this County but our other peers on our

23

sister counties have recognized and appreciated the

24

level of professionalism and capabilities that our

25

Council Staff is able to provide, Ken.

And I say this because I
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again, is a reflection on you for nurturing that.

2

And, you know, if they hear it, that's great.

3

But I take great pride in my belief that our

4

Council Staff, without it, this County would be in

5

great financial problems right now.

6

no problem stating that on the record, because our

7

Staff has come through time and time again

8

correcting administrative errors.

9

telling them we're not

Okay.

I have

And I keep

you are not here to do

10

their job.

We're here to do our job.

And if it's

11

not ready, we're going to start rejecting and

12

sending back documentations for proper correction

13

and resubmittal, but that is a performance

14

measurement I think needs to be recognized.

15

the quality and level of what we are able to do now

16

by the expertise in house is a tremendous

17

advancement of what Council had initiated decades

18

ago, but it has shown that we've grown, we've

19

improved, and now we can perform things that was

20

only dreamed about in the past.

I think

21

And I take that as a tremendous achievement,

22

and maybe it's just for the members to be satisfied

23

as an internal/external thing, but I think as a

24

measurement I would say I've been tremendously

25

pleased in the improvement, Chairman.
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CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And I think that goes for all

2

Committee chairs who have experienced the level of

3

professionalism of their Staff, you come to

4

appreciate very quickly.

5

Staff.

Yes, Member Tavares.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

So thank you, Committee

Can I ask Ken are a question?

Yes.
I don't know if I put this in

writing earlier in one of my notes or not, but do

10

you -- do you ask the -- the Staff members what kind

11

of training they think they might want to have or do

12

you just send out the flyers as they come for the

13

different training sessions that DPS puts out?

14

MR. FUKUOKA:

I'm sorry to say I don't send it to the

15

Staff.

16

supervisors.

I send the -- I send the flyers to the

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. FUKUOKA:

Oh, okay.

You know, our methodology in allocating

19

training resources can stand to be more systematic,

20

but we're just not there yet.

21

world, you would try to assess or establish

22

competency targets in various aspects of a person's

23

work, and then you would use training and any other

24

motivation you can to help them reach that level and

25

maintain it.

You know, in an ideal

But that requires a lot of resources.
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And the truth is we don't have the time or we

2

haven't committed the time to do that.

3

of this -- the basket of overhead that's built into

4

the work that we do.

That's part

5

So what we're left with is we -- we notice --

6

we try to take note of training as it comes through,

7

as we become aware of it, and then when we think

8

there's a need for the office to develop a

9

capability or if we think that there's somebody in

10

the office who can benefit from it, then we try to

11

assess whether the value is there.

We're pretty

12

liberal about on-island training.

Off island, it

13

gets to be harder and harder the further you go

14

because it does cost a lot of money to send people

15

to -- to places where we're pretty liberal about

16

getting publications, videotapes, things like that

17

for a variety of reasons, but as you know, it's --

18

it is different.

19

in a videotape and pay attention to it the same way

20

you would if you have a live audience.

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

MR. FUKUOKA:

23

24
25

You know, it's kind of hard to put

Interaction.
Right, and the ability to talk to other

people who are also there, so ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I know we're very -- we've been

very fortunate because of the numbers of our Staff
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that have specialty areas when they come to us or

2

that have been developed.

3

Martha Suzuki, you know I

4

person/ but she developed into one.

5

6

MR. FUKUOKA:

I mean, like our

like

she wasn't born being an IT

Well/ she was actually IT when they came to

us.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MR. FUKUOKA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

She was.

But not at the level that she is now.
Yeah/

SOl

you know/ she worked

10

herself into that -- that sort of position.

And

11

like Mr. Hokama was sayingl with the budget people

12

that have come to us/ I mean/ it's been a really big

13

help.

14

like to see the Analysts that -- do more work in the

15

area of land use/ land use and planning/ because I

16

think that's one area where we're not quite up to

17

speed and we need an Analyst -- or/ you know,

18

besides our Legal Analysts who do a great job, and I

19

think especially David Raatz in Land Use, you know,

20

he's taken on a lot.

21

Legal Analysts -- I mean that was another step too.

22

We didn't have those before.

23

Legal Analyst for many years, the only one around.

24

And I think that has really been an asset to our --

25

to all of the members, and our work I think shows

I know that the Analysts -- you know, I'd

And the fact that we even have

I mean you were our
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it.

2

legislation in the past few terms because of the

3

people we've had.

4

We've been able to do some pretty landmark

So I like to think that if we have these

5

opportunities to send someone to a training.

6

David went to the -- I think David and Richelle went

7

to the Water Public Trust Doctrine Workshop in

8

Honolulu or some things like that, it only helps all

9

of us when they are available to -- or have the

10
11

Like

opportunity to go to those things.
I right now personally feel at a little bit

12

of a loss because my Energy Committee, I don't have

13

an energy specialist on Staff.

14

should become that person, you know, but I make the

15

attempts.

16

or whatever and try to come back and somehow

17

implement what I learn from those conferences within

18

either legislation or policy decisions, and we'll be

19

seeing some of that come through.

20

would have been a lot easier if I had an Analyst

21

that went to the conferences too that could, you

22

know, either learn about it or be there and know

23

what it is that I'm trying to get at.

24

spend a lot of time trying to explain to my Analyst

25

what it is that I want.

And heaven forbid I

I mean, I go to the conferences on energy

But boy, it sure
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So maybe sometimes some of that stuff can

1

2

happenr because I think that the backbone of what

3

we're doing here is OCS r and it's absolutely rightr

4

OCS and the Clerk's Officer they do wellr we do well

5

as a reflection of them.

6

reflection of them too.

7

can encourage maybe some of these specialty areas

8

I mean like r for example r I know

9

my heart that energy is going to be a big issue for

We don't do well as a
So I think the more that we

I·mean I feel in

10

Maui County.

It's an issue for the world r and we

11

can't wait for anybody else to move in the right

12

direction.

13

would be able to focus some of that legislation that

14

we're working on.

And SOr you know r I would hope that we

I'm doing my pitch for the Model Energy Code

15
16

coming down shortlYr guysr guys and gals r but it's

17

taken a long time and I think the time could have

18

been shortened a whole lot if I had had a Staff

19

person that was in that area or at least broad

20

enough

21

the Model Energy Code or energy issues from the

22

get-go.

23

you can't have specialists in everything r but I just

24

thought I'd put my plug in for that.

25

CHAIR KANE:

in a broad enough area that could pick up

But r you know r we've come around.

Thanks, Member Tavares.

Because

Thanks.

And you know what r I
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want to -- I want to credit really the process

2

that's in placer the selection process to hire our

3

people in OCS.

4

stringent processes that any potential candidate

5

that's coming in goes through to get a job.

6

incredibly intense r and I just have to -- I have to

7

say that because of that we've been able to get the

8

top quality people that we have.

9
10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
CHAIR KANE:

It's probably one of the most

It's

Yes.

And I will tell you also that Mr. Fukuoka

11

does see me frequently on -- on issues that deal

12

with Staff going outside -- going away, if there's a

13

real necessitYr you know r if it's off island r we do

14

have our discussions about those things.

15

have approved various expenditures to get Staff

16

trained in specialty areas that we think are

17

important forr you know r overall the Council's

18

benefit that we can benefit in the long run.

19

we've gone through many discussions at many

20

different times r so I just wanted to I guess support

21

what you are bringing up and say that r you know r it

22

does -- it's something that we talk about quite

23

frequently.

24

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Anything else r Members?
Chairman, if I can just

Mr. Hokama.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- continue Charmaine's thought.

2

Maybe from our side we need to have both the Clerk

3

and Mr. Fukuoka attend minimum conferences.

4

bring up NACo, because at NACo you have so many

5

County Clerks from across the nation that share

6

mutual comments about concerns, and right now I'm

7

going to ask Roy for his comments because the

8

President did appoint

9

was informed t because I didn't accept -- this

10
11

And I

I got appointed and then I

national appointment on election reform task force.
And so would be great if Roy would be with me

12

at that meeting in Washington, DC

13

does this impact us in Hawaii and in Maui County.

14

And there are things that even Ken's peers who go to

15

a NACo -- whether it's the (inaudible) conference or

16

the annual conference

17

the only guy that goes through this.

18

peers in New Mexico and Colorado and Florida going

19

through the same thing that I go through, and maybe

20

I can pick up something or give them a different

21

perspective of what we do in Maui may work for them

22

in Clark County or wherever it be, you know.

23

t

t

and I can say how

Ken can say, gosh

I'm not

t

God

t

I got

And so maybe our Directors don't like feel to

24

travel much t but there's great knowledge out there

25

that we can gain by sharing information, and maybe
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we need to make that a measurement for the Director,

2

that he needs to consider attending certain

3

conferences with us.

4

Chairman, by attending NACo.

5

have participated have been able to find a wealth of

6

networking and information available that not only

7

benefits us by attending, but benefits our County

8

itself.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Because I've learned a lot,
And I think those that

Thank you, and I think Mr. Fukuoka will take

10

a closer look at the schedule for the NACo

11

conferences and what's being offered and see if

12

there's anything relevant to his official capacity.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, you know,

14

regarding this travel thing to go to conferences and

15

stuff, I mean, it's exactly what Mr. Hokama's

16

alluding to, is that this last conference I went to

17

on biofuels, I would have liked to have somebody

18

there that I could bounce something off of that had

19

information or that knew more about it or was doing

20

research.

21

wasn't -- I didn't ask him to go, but he's done some

22

research in the area.

23

I was talking to you know what, I have to get back

24

to you because I know such and such and such, but I

25

have to confirm it.

Now, Lance didn't go with me or he

And I had to tell the person
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It would have been really beneficial to have

1
2

us there.

Because I raised the question in a

3

group -- you know mel I sit in the front row l yeahl

4

like the school

5

made that comment I after the meeting l five or six

6

people cornered me and were asking me all kind of

7

questions about it.

8

I didn't -- I knew the conceptI I knew the

9

principles

I

and I made a comment

And I didn't know the answers.

but I didn't know the specifics.

l

10

think it was the -- you know

11

saying

12

the answer is.

l

and after I

I

I

things

l

And I

like he's

you could ask what's the impact or whatever

I think that of all the conferences for what

13

14

we attend as a general rule

15

at NACo will probably be the most beneficial for our

16

other Staff people to attend

17

whole slew of -- we don't have enough people to

18

cover all the sessions when we go to NACo

19

that's a disadvantage I tOOl that we don't have

20

enough.

21

the variety of topics

l

l

because there's a

I

and

But I will stand up to anybody who wants to

22

know what our travel arrangements are.

23

that one year l I don't know if some of you were on

24

the Council

25

a big deal out of the fact that some of us traveled

I

And I know

where some newspaper was trying to make
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a lot.

And when they came to interview me about my

2

travel and I said you know who you should be nailing

3

to the wall is those people that don't travel.

That

4

means they're very comfortable where they are.

They

5

don't care to learn anything new, unless it comes to

6

their desk or to their place.

7

out and see what's happening or to hear about what's

8

happening in the rest of the world.

They don't want to go

We're no longer that isolated bunch of

9

10

islands in the Pacific.

We have to get out and

11

avail ourselves to the information that's out there.

12

And the networking is the most important part.

13

will support any kind of travel that -- for our

14

Staff.

15

one up there yelling and screaming and justifying

16

why it is we should be out there and why we have

17

benefitted in Maui County because so many of us have

18

taken the time to -- not to go to NACo, but to be

19

officers, directors, steering committee members.

20

mean, you know, we've been in there.

21

in there.

22

And the folks who don't go, I mean! that's why we're

23

up here, that's why we're admired by many other

24

counties, because we put forth that kind of

25

commitment.

So I

It's not a junket, and I will be the first

I

You folks are

That is a huge benefit to our County.
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I'd much rather just go and be on vacation

1

2

and not go on a conference, but, you know, I think

3

we learn a lot from it, and it -- it shows.

4

thank the members who have gone to the various

5

conferences and participated, and also the Staff

6

members who have gone like to NACo or WIR.

7

been a real good support for us to have our Staff

8

members there with us.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And I

It has

Thank you.

Any closing comments, Members?

10

Hearing none.

I believe it is the appropriate thing

11

to file this item.

12

Members, I'll accept a motion to file County

13

Communication 03-144.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR KANE:

Members, without any objections,

So moved.
Second.

Moved and seconded by Members Hokama and

17

Tavares.

Hearing no further discussion, all in

18

favor, say "aye."

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

20

CHAIR KANE:

Opposed?

21
22

23
24
25
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1

Chair Kane, Vice-Chair Hokama,
Councilmembers Mateo, Molina and
Tavares.
None.
None.
None.
None.

VOTE: AYES:

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

CHAIR KANE:

FILE COMMUNICATION.

Carried.

Thank you very much, Mr. Fukuoka.

Appreciate it.
MR. FUKUOKA:
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Got some insight here from the discussion

11

this afternoon.

12

meeting is adjourned.

13

ADJOURN:

Time now, 4:25.

This GR Committee

4: 25 p.m.

14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I
SS.

3

4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

6

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16

17

DATED this 17th day of March, 2004, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

18
19
20

v~C2P--:i2
R. Co
ica

21

Perry,

404

22
23
24
25
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